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A daily mdependenr srudenr pness

SIC SIC members expose their true identity
at Saturday* basketball game
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Chinese celebration
creates community
IRENE SHARON SCOTT

"It describes the daily life in ihe
country side and how hardworking
the farmers are. They get up very
Chinese and Americans gathered early to Finish their job so they can
al Si. Mark's Lutheran Church to rest"
Xiaoqing Chen performed a fan
celebrate the Year of the Dragon
Chinese Spring Festival on Satur- dance, a dance typically performed
,.t festivals in China The women
day.
wore colorful outfits while doing
The evening's events were directed in both Chinese and English to this folk dance.
In addition, there was a Tai Chi
promote community, despite the language barriers Approximately 300 demonstration, which is a combinapeople were present for the celebra- tion ol exercises and stretches
"This is popular among the eldertion.
"The celebration went very ly people in China." Bei said.
Another aspect of the new year
well," said Bci Cai. director of the
celebration was a fashion show that
Chinese Student and Scholar Asso
elation. "Both the American and modeled typical Chinese long black
Chinese community came together. gowns and suit out!its
This is ihe first lime I saw a
We also had students from Findlay
and Toledo, Several Asian students Qipao in the United Stales." said Jue
joined in the Chinese celebration as Oman, a giaduale economic student.
"I think the fashion show is the best
well it was nice and fell like home."
She added that n was a cultural part of the pally"
Qipao are dresses made out of
experience lor everyone.
The celebration included artistic either silk or velvet that has a split
performances, a fashion show and on both sides Some of them are
highh elaborated with flowery patauthentic Chinese food catered b\
The China Restaurant' and ilunan terns and are colorful. During the
Palace and some of il was prepared University's festival, the models
wore red. green, while and light
b) members of the Chinese Club.
Perlormers for the entertainment brown Qipaos.
component included Uni\ersitv slu
"It is historically the most famous
dents and students from other col- gowns from the earlier limes." Cai
leges Then musical and artistic said Its color depends on the occapieces illustrated aspects Ol the Chi- sions."
nese culture.
The event spender by the Chinese
Jiafen Wu, the flutist, and Jiayi Club and the Chances Student and
Su. the pianist, performed five folk Scholars Association helped remind
songs from Taiwan
Chinese students of home.
"Il describes a young girl. Peach
"This year we were lucky to have
Blossom, who is attracted to the old access to the Chinese television proBEN FRENCH/ BG News Photo
boatman's attention." Wu said. gram and had videotaped the live
"Therefore, the old boatman si.irt-. coverage ol the Chinese's New Year
teasing hei with relaxed singing
' IT'S ME — Michael Meuti and Melissa Vernecky revealed their identities in front of
lasi Friday." said Fang Zhang, a
However, the little girl also retort-.
graduate legal studies and internaa large crowd at Anderson Arena Saturday. Both had said in a previous interview
with
singing
Those
humorous
plots
tional business student. 'The party
that they were excited to finally let people know who they were.
are the spirit ol this song."
created a friendly and relaxed
Another song performed by Su atmosphere. We attempt to make il
and Wu was a countryside song in as delightful and as humorous as
honor of the mans Chinese tanners
possible."
"This is a light song," Wu said
Accoiding to Zhang, based on the
regular calendar, the Chinese holiday is from Feb. 5 to Feb. 19 In
China. Ihe Year of the Dragon Chinese Spring Festival began Feb. 4.
because of ihe lime differences
between the countries. There is no
people to call in and make
fixed dale for the 15-day long celerequests." Medina said. "We ie
bration and it is based on the lunar
working on a new altitude for the
calendar. Typically il falls in January
new year"
and February
A switch also came for the sigAccording lo Jiang Lan. Chinese
nal's broadcast on Bowling Green's
club advisor, the holiday gives peoTime Warner Cable. Medina said
ple a chance lo wear their best oulThe station can now be heard on
fits and cook special meals. Families
Channel 7. The station's weekly
decorate their houses, red being the
video program "Video Bank" is also
dominant color.
broadcast on channel 7 Thursday
"There is a legend Ihat says a
and Friday nights al II p.m. With
monster would come to the village
Ihe change in frequencies, both
and could be frightened by the color
Ricci and Medina said they anticiof red and the noise made from firepate additional changes for Ihe stacrackers," she said. "These things
tion, including the purchase of
keep the evil away."
upgraded equipment.
"On ihe firsl day of ihe celebra"We're looking al purchasing
tion, the families have homemade
new headphones and microphones,
noodles." said Ying Xiao, a graduate
Medina said.
Even more upgrades will hopeeconomic student. "On the last day
of the lunar calendar, we have
fully come within the course of the
dumplings, and children are given
year. Ricci said. The first main
change for WFAL was the change in
moiW) and prizes."
Lan said the most important day
frequencies, she said.
This semester. WFAL is looking
during ihe holiday is New Year's
to expand programming and promoEve. In some cities families set off
lions. Ricci said, adding ihe station
firecrackers, however, it has been
BEN FRENCH/ BG News Photo banned by the government in some
is still looking for more DJ's for the
semester
aieas because they caused fire and
(left to right) Susie lake, WFAL production manager, and Lisa Ricci, WFAL programmin g director, injuries.
She also said New Year's is a
look through their music collection as they prepare for an upcoming show.
< See WFAL, page 6.
time lor families to reunite, regardless ol then distances, and join for a
big meal
"Watching television is another
aspect of the party." Lan said. "In
China there are specialized prosion was to rank risk on a scale or grams that have comic acts, drama
the rankings|. The more housing
In a letter to Port. Alan Stone. APBnews.com's list, said the study
units in an area, the greater the like
one to 10. which we think is what acts and famous pop singers perColumbia's Vice President of Public- is ambiguous. "The problem is thai
forming."
lihood of crime This and othei i.i.
people want to know."
Affairs, wrote. "The theoretical no one knows what the data conPort hopes that prospective coltois used bj APBnews create an
crime risk projections by APB News tains, how they have been collected
unrealistic and alarmist view of lege applicants and their parenis can
• See FESTIVAL, page 6.
are so al odds with reality, with more and what they represent." Friedpotential crime on urban campuses " use the rankings to "compare colthan a decade of detailed reporting mann said
leges in terms of what really matters
Port said thai the rankings looked at
Although ihe government has
of actual crime |available|... Indeed,
family structure, economic activity, crime risk "
we were surprised that you would tried lo perform similar studies by
Nonetheless. Port said. "We're
depend so heavily on indirect pre- collecting Uniform Crime Reports. education levels, ic.tl estate values,
going lo do an annual update on colmigration patterns, and the physical
dictions of crime when actual crime Poll said those statistics are unreliinfrastructure of buildings
lege crime risk We're going to take
able and "are more than a year old
Statistics are available "
These statistics were then supthe government's data. We're going
The Nov. 10 study used data col- when they are released."
The Campus Security Act
plemented by crime reports from the lo rank schools; we're not afraid."
lected by the Crimes Against Persons (CAP) Index to rate neighbor- requires all colleges and universities past decade to produce detailed
hoods in terms of their potential for receiving any federal funding to computerized maps of ncighborsend their crime reports to the go>
hiH>ds surrounding college campusAccording to the published
violent crime.
Findings of APBnews.com BowlPort said that the methods used crnment. and in 1998. ihe law was es, ranking various areas from one to
10 (10 being a crime risk 10 times
by the data collectors lo determine amended to require Ihat statistics be
ing Green State University ranks
the rankings have been kept secret.
made public, but Port characterized ihe national average or more).
756 out of 1.497 four-year colleges
David Peters, commander of profor its crime rate.
"CAP Index is a private compa- the figures collected by colleges as
ny ihat provides neighborhood crime inaccurate, saying thai "they don't tective services for campus police al
The story on ihe APBnews.com
the University of Illinois at Chicago,
risk assessments to almost 2000 cor- answer the important question:
report ran in The BO News Dec.
porations across the country, includ- What's ihe crime risk in the sur- explained. "You take the 'universit)
I. 1999.
of cornhuskers.' and you throw a ciring McDonalds. Taco Bell. Exxon rounding community?'
Dick Gullufsen. University
Many colleges with "high risk" cle around their school, which is
and Marriott," Port said.
police officer, was shocked at ihe
mostly cornfield, and throw a circle
"They're nol going lo give their rankings also complained that the
findings.
formula away any more lhan Ihe findings were biased in favor of around our school, there's going lo
"I didn't know what to say."
be a certain difference."
Gallup Poll is gonna give up theirs." schools located in more rural setGullufsen said. "We do have less
■ Men's basketball
According to Port. "Thai's a fair
Chair of the Departmeni of Jus- lings
police officers than other universiholds off Ohio Univercriticism, but Mil) to a point. Any
Columbia's Assistant Vice Presitice at Georgia Slate University
ties, but we are hiring five more."
sity, 73-69.
urban area is more risky for crime
Robert Friedmann. whose school dent for Security George Smartl said
To read the actual story go to
ranked
Hth-worst
on that "Housing density is a factor |in compared to a rural area Our miswww.bgnews.com.
CMS KIPORTFR

WFAL gains power boost; new programming planned
JENNIFER I.IJI.EY
STAFF WMTF.II

.

WFAL. one of Ihe University's
student-run radio stations, has
undergone a major change in recent
weeks after switching from 680 AM
lo the more powerful 1610 AM
According to radio station officials, the switch was made with one
main purpose in mind.
"Hopefully now we'll have a lot
more listeners." said Lisa Ricci,
programming director for the radio
station. "We're pretty excited about
the change."
When ihe station was heard on
680 AM, listeners could not receive
the signal at the University's residence halls. This was a major disadvantage for the station, said Sean
Medina, operations manager for
WFAL
"Now you can hear the station
about a mile off campus and in the
dorms as well." he said "The signal
is definitely clearer."
Medina said if the switch continues lo be successful, the radio station will benefit in other ways as
well.
"Hopefully when we attract more
listeners, we'll be able lo get more

Universities express bitterness over crime ratings
U-WIRE

,

#
NEW YORK - Although it has
been several months since APBnews.com ranked colleges and universities in terms of neighborhood
crime risk, officials and administrators around the nation are still upset
about the study's findings
Columbia, which received a security concern ranking of nine out of a
possible 10. was ranked 43rd worst
oul of the nation's approximately
1,500 four-year colleges. Within the
Ivy League. Columbia's high-risk
rank was second only lo that of the
University of Pennsylvania, ranked
41st. Princeton fared the best in the
Ivy League, placing 1.066th nationally
Although the study has not been
highly publicized, many college
administrators have responded with
indignation to the rankings, which
do not examine on-campus crime
risks but focus on the potential for
crime within a three-mile radius of
"small" colleges and within six
miles of "large" colleges, according
lo Robert Port, senior editor of APBnews.com's
computer
assisted
reporting unit.
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Hijacked Afghan plane lands in Moscow

The World
In Brief

THE ASSOCIATED PUSS

MOSl'(i\V - The Afghan passenger airliner forced by hijackers
on a tense journey across Central
Asia and Europe loft Moscow earl)
loda) aftei nine passengers wenheed
The plane flew across Belarus,
Poland and inlo Germany, bul offi
cials said they did not know where it
was headed, the German Interior
Ministry said.
The Ariana Airlines plane was
seized earlier yesterday while on a
domestic flight from the Afghan
capital. Kabul, to the northern city
of Mazar-e-Sharif. The plane made
stops in Uzbekistan. Kazakstan and
Russia before Flying to Europe
Russian
security
service
spokesman Alexandei Zdanovich
told
reporters
at
Moscow's

Police raid Mexican university, end nine-month strike
MEXICO CITY (AP) — In a surprisingly smooth conclusion to the 9
1/2-monih occupation of Latin
America's largest university, police
raided the main campus yesterday
and arTested 632 striking students.
The raid ended an exasperating
ordeal in which Mexican authorities
from President Ernesto Zedillo on
down seemed unable to rest the
country's most important academicinstitution from a tiny band of radical students with names like Mosh
and The Devil.
Armed only with batons and
shields, about 2.400 federal police
marched into an all-night meeting of
the student strike council at 6:45
a.m. and rounded up about 430 students, including the eight lop strikeleaders.

The Nation
In Brief
Prosecutor says man didn't
want to see his baby born
TOLEDO (AP) — A man
accused of killing his girlfriend and
her unborn son with five gunshots to
the stomach wanted the child dead, a
prosecutor told a jury.
Terrance Davis. 27, could face
the death penalty if convicted of
charges he killed his longtime girlfriend Sonya Hayes and the Ictus
she was carrying.
The case focuses in pan on a
question present in the national
debate over abortion: Is a fetus a
person?
Jurors in Lucas County Common
Pleas Court must decide whether the
unborn baby
later named N'Kai
Davis by the mother's relatives
was a viable person. Hayes was just
days away from giving birth to the
7-pound boy.

Government tries to blunt

Sheremetyevo-1 airport that the
hijackers released nine passengers,
but made no political demands He
said the hijackers had asked only for
food, for the plane's toilets to be
cleaned and for refueling while in
Moscow.
None of the people aboard the
Boeing 727 had been harmed.
Zdanovich
said,
although
it
remained unclear how many people
were aboard. Russian news reports
said there were 131 passengers and
nine crew before the release in
Moscow, but other sources said
there were as many as 160 aboard
The passengers included 20
women and 23 or 24 children, said
Zdanovich. All the passengers
released in Moscow were male.
An emergency official in Kazakstan said there were 20hijackers, bul
three passengers who were released

in Kazakstan said eight to 10 hijack
ers were aboard.
The identity of the hijackers
remained unclear. A diplomat familiar with the negotiations in Moscow
said the hijackers wcic seeking the
release of a prisoner from the
Afghan city of Kandahar.
Afghan media speculated thai the
hijackers wanted the release ol
opposition figure Ismail Khan,a former regional governor who has been
held since 1997 by Afghanistan's
ruling Taliban movement.
But a spokesman for the alliance
fighting Afghanistan's ruling Taliban militia denied that the Afghan
opposition was responsible foi the
latest hijacking. "We condemn any
act of terrorism." the spokesman,
identified only as Abdullah, said.
Ten
passengers
were
also
released in Uzbekistan, the hijacked

plane's first stop. Abdullah said
The hijacking conies siv weeks
alter an eight-day hijacking ol an
Indian Airlines plane ended peacefully in southern Afghanistan. The
hijackers in that case freed their
hostages alter India released three
pro-Kashmiri militants from jail.
After
being
seized
ovei
Afghanistan Sunday morning, the
Afghan
plane
was
flown
to
Tashkent, Uzbekistan and then landed in the northern Kazak city of
Aktyubinsk because of a leak in its
right
fuel
tank,
the
Kazak
spokesman said. It was not immediately known whether the leak was
fixed.
The Afghan state-run airline is
under international sanctions and is
not permitted to My international
roules.
Ariana has four aging Boeing 727

The Taliban say they won't turn
ovei bin Laden because Afghan culture and tradition make it impossible
to hand over a guest to his enemies

Merger of Vodafone-Mannesmann worth record price tag, analysts say
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFURT. Germany — With Vodafone AirTouch paying a record $ 180 billion to
acquire Germany's Manncsmann. wireless
communications have taken center stage in
two of the three biggest mergers in history
In fact, although Manncsmann squeezed
nearly IV. ice as much money from Vbdafone as
the British company first proposed — and 50
percent more than MCI WorldCom is paying
lot Sprint and its valuable wireless unit
analysts say the price is right for a deal that
will place Vodafone at the pinnacle of a mobile
communications revolution.
On Friday, the supervisor) board at Mannesmann recommended thai the company's
shareholders approve the deal, the product oi a
2 l/2-monih takeover battle that was unusually hard-(ought b\ European standards.
The merger will torm a global force in
wireless communications with 42 million customers worldwide. The company will have a
substantial U.S. presence through a new
alliance between its AirTouch unit and Bell
Atlantic's mobile operations, but the new
Vodafone \ true stronghold will be Europe,
with 29 million customers and a No. I or No.
2 market position in 11 countries on the continent.
Still, since Europe is the most advanced
market in terms of mobile phone use. the new

company may hold considerable sway in forging a global standard for the robust wireless
technologies that will be deployed in the next
tew years.
With a single format, mobile callers would
be able to use the same phone wherever they
travel, opening the door to explosive growth,
especially for companies with an early start
and a wide reach.
Right now, mobile phone systems around
the world arc largely incompatible with each
other. Europe uses GSM, a technology that
plays third fiddle in the United States to the
CDMA system championed by Sprint PCS,
and the TDMA format used by AT&T and
SBC Communications
Because of the disparity, when mobile
callers leave tow n. eioss state lines oi go ovei
seas, it's not always guaranteed they can make
a call on their wireless pinnies Milters are
further complicated in the United States when
callers roam from place to place, encountering
mobile networks that use older "analog" sig
nals or digital "PCS" technology.
But a mobile phone provider with truly
global coverage would hkeK spoit an advantage with customers, especially those who
travel a lot. by providing uninterrupted sen ice
wherever they '^v
That's why the high pi iced deal "was definitely worth it," said Kevin M Roe. an industry analyst with AIIN Anno in New York. In

fact, be said. "It was
a must-do transaction."
Big mobile players can also expect to
prosper as wireless
phones

meld

with

palmtop computers,
providing

services

such as video confer
encing

or

making

payments at vending
machines

and cash

registers.

Actually.

experts s.i\ mobile
phones aie likely to
surpass

personal

computers
as
the
Associated Press Photo
most populat way of MERGER —A Vodafone employee makes a call on a cellular
surfing the Web
l-oi all those ica

phone outside the Vodafone retail shop in Putney, London.
The supervisory board of Mannesmann AG cleared the road.

sons,

for history's largest corporate takeover.

deal

the

Vodafone

is expected to

line or Internet service

trigger more telecom mergers as companies
nisli to grab bigger shares of the mobile market and shift away from the traditional focus
on a single technology such as wireless. Iivcu

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
company that owns both of the
nation's uranium enrichment opera
tions had its credit rating cut, raising
the possibility of a plant closing.
"I'm afraid it's very serious."
said Rep. Ted Strickland. DOhio.
whose
district
includes
the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
in Piketon. Ohio.
"It's a sad set of circumstances,
not unpredictable. I think it really
calls the management of this operation into question," he said.

Meanwhile, both companies lost ground on]
the slock market Friday. Mannesmann closed]
down I percent in Germany, while Vodafonej
dropped 6 percent in London.

the strain of layoffs

'Socially conscious' investors looking to keep Ben & Jerry's independent
THK ASSOCIATED PRESS

MONTPELIER, Vt. —A group of "socially conscious" investors is banding together to
try to keep Ben & Jerry's, the hippie-capitalist
ice cream maker, from falling into the hands of
a big corporation.
The investors could prove to be a rival to
Unilever NV. an Anglo-Dutch fivod conglomerate, and Dreyer's Grand Ice Cream Inc. Both
t 1- "•* ~~ ~""~- — — —~-~-~-~ have reportedly been pursuing Ben & Jerry's.
creator of such funky flavors as Cherry Garcia
and I'hish i-'ood.
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Want to do something
memorablefor your
Valentine?
The BG News has the solution!

t.

aircraft and five Russian-made
Antonov aircraft Maintenance conditions are considered extremely
poor in the country, which is bankrupt and has been battered by more
than 20 years of war The Taliban,
who rule 90 percent of Afghanistan,
aie lighting their northern-based
enemies on several fronts.
The United Nations imposed
sanctions against Afghanistan's
slate-owned airline in November to
punish the ruling Taliban movement
lor its refusal to extradite suspected
terrorist Osama bin l.aden, who has
been living in Afghanistan for the
p.isl tew years.

The investors, who are scattered across the
country, confirmed only that they are working
on a deal.
"We're in the middle of forming an offer
and we're all sworn to hold this in confidence," said Judith Wicks, ow ner of the While
Dog Cafe in Philadelphia and a prominent
member of the Social Venture Network, a San
Francisco "socially responsible" investment

group
The news helped boost Ben & Jerry's stock
nearly 7 percent, or $1.50, to S24 at 4 p.m. Friday on the Nasdaq Slock Market.

Ben & Jerry's merely confirmed that the
"socially responsible" group was interested
Ben & Jerry's announced in December that

called double bottom line dedicated to earning!
a profit and promoting social

companies it did not identify were interested

and. its nuts from sustainable farms in the!

in taking it over. That has raised fears that the

South American rainforests.

ice cream company might sell out to corporate-

Ben Cohen, the ex-hippie who founded the

suits who will abandon the Ben & Jerry phi-

company with boyhood friend Jerry Grccn-J

losophy of doing good while doing gmid busi-

field, told The Wall Street Journal there is

ness.

logic behind a socially responsible group try

Ben & Jerry's donates 7.5 percent of its

ing to keep his company independent.

pretax profits to charity and maintains a so-
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Editor's Note: "Transmission" is a piece of short fiction created for newspaper form
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> Humanity is dictated by the majority. But when the insane become the majority, existence will cease to be.
> My identity is irrelevant, as is the means by how I got to this time. What matters is this message and your willing suspension of disbelief. As a clan> destine organization used to events that suspend reality, my hope is that you will read this and listen to these words without prejudice.

38 Overtook

''

U

-

> The creation of SPAM vtould lead to the bleak horizon that is my time's reality.
We don't know how it happened. The few scientists that have survived surmise that it started sometime around 1973 On a Boy Scout campout in
the Appalachian Mountains, a unfinished can of SPAM was left on a remote section of a peak along the Appalachian Trail. Over the following month.
the meat began to putrefy and liquefy. Due to the constant traffic along the trail, animals were kept from finding the can. The former food came to
resemble a pool of primordial ooze from before life on this planet. Containing all the building blocks required for the creation of life, all that was
needed was a spark. A thunderstorm half a year later provided the energy, and it is hypothesized that a lightning bolt struck the can.

> That bolt would be humanity's end.

68
69
'0
71

A parasite was created. What looked to be a small conglomeration of floating pork byproducts was actually a sentient organism looking for u host
By an odd quirk of fate, it found one. Adam Parkhurst. a Scoutmaster who worked at InOen Laboratories, had the unfortunate luck of finding the
old can of SPAM Following the Boy Scout code of conduct, he picked up the can and carried it with him until he came to a trash can During that
time, the new lifeform was able to attach itself to Parkhurst and transmit its genetic material into his system. The parasite had a host A host who
worked at a genetics lab.

1
d
3
4
5
o

> The parasite began to take over all functions and information of Adam Parkhurst. Now with access to a genetics lab. this organism was able to get
> access to the Hormel production facilities and twist the genetic make-up of the animals used for SPAM. In a controlled experiment, certain truck> loads of SPAM products were monitored to siudy the possibility of transmission.

/
8

Ilu silent extinction was slowly beginning.
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> In the year of our Lord 1937. Hormcl, Inc.. dabbled in an area that should have been forbidden. The black arts of ■artificial foodstuff,' animal
> byproducts' and 'artificial supplement' was more than just a danger to the human nutrition. It will be a danger 10 our existence.
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42 Skirt edges

> Not 100 many years from the time you receive this, there will be a new endangered species: humanity. Our end will come from our own creations.
> I have seen it. I have come back from the future 10 be the harbinger and. hopefully, the preventor.

>
>
>
>
>
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Genesis man
Uses a keyboard
Take back
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14 Desert stopovers
15 Villainous

Received:
from elint.gov by delta-green.org with SMTP id AA-— 15.65/IDA-l.4.4 for
<alphonse9delta-green.org>]; 06 February 2000 21:34:13 -0600
Message-Id: <20000206—.AA— 0delta-qreen.org>
Received:
from DELTA-GRENN.ORC by elint.gov (IBM VM SMTP V2R2! with BSMTP id —I
06 February 00 22:35:09 EDT
Received:
from ELINT.GOV (NJE origin anonx9elint.gov] by ELINT.GOV ILMail vl.2a/l 8al
witn BSMTP id —; 06 February 2000 22:34:57 -0500
Date: 06 February 2000 22:34:36 -0500
Reply-To: anonymous <anonx@elint.gov>
Sender: anonymous <anonxt*elint -gov>
Subject:
Transmission
To: Alphonse <alphonse£delta-green.org>
X-UIDL:

>
>
>
>
>
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> People who were showing the signs of being a host were very few at first. Such individuals were kidnapped and brought to InGen Labs A small
> Inner Circle was quickly forming.
> It was around 1980 that these lifeforms began noticing a slight problem. The degeneration of cells in the hosts was resulting in the slow deaths of
> these organisms We have pieced together that they stumbled upon a substance that could greatly slow this malady. The 1965 discovery of
> NutraSweet by James Schlatter was the solution. Not coincidentally. NutraSweet was released to the public the following year. 1981.

Ohio weather
Monday, Feb. 7
AccuWeather" forecast lor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

> Over the next decade, certain parts of the American population were unknowing guinea pigs in transmission experiments With the rise of vegelar> ianism. a sister product to SPAM was created: Tofu.
> Person by person, these mockeries of sentience and life were building up their strength and knowledge.
> Then came Olcslra.
> Touted as a substance which made foods fat-free. Olestra entered and exited the human biological system quickly, pausing only long enough in each
> person to collect genetic information.
> But the transmission rate was still loo slow. A new product was needed.
> And it came.

>
>
>
>

The horrors of this war of survival are difficult to describe to anyone who has not seen a host. Former family members, close friends, domestic animals. . all semblance of humanity gone. Wnh the new product, transmission became much quicker, less stable. While NutraSweet kept them from
wasting away, their physical forms began a subtle mutation. Gradually, genetic manipulation shaped such mutations into weaponry and improvements upon physical form.

> This is why I write to you. There is nobody in your lime who is aware of this progression towards extinction. Only those manipulating the food
> industry and those already infected have an inkling of the events to happen.
> You must, with whatever means possible, slop the release of the final product. It will be test-marketed in late 2001. and be released to the general
> public come that Christmas.
Yporttmouth
> Its name is—

43-/21"

© 2000 AccuWeather. Inc.
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CD
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CBS Evening
News!"

Wheel ol
Fortune S.

Jeopardy! U.

King of
Outons X

NewsX

ABC World
Nons Toruqhl

Entertainment
romqhl !:

Hollywood
Squares K.

Movie: Mjry 1 ftnatt" (2000. Comedy) Mary Tylei Moore Mary
Richards and Rhoda Morgenstern reunite ■* i >ew York. X

News If

NBC Nightly
News X

Drew Carey
"Lewis Sister"

TV 411 (In
Slereo)

Business Apt.

NewsX

iLadies Han (In EveiyhodyIStereo) X
Raymond

c

rasler Seciel Freaka and Geeks looks and
Admi'ei X
Books" (In Steieo) X

Becker AH t»
Raoe'5

Family Law A Momer s Son" (In NewsX
Slereo) X

Late Show i In
Slereo) I

Dnce and Again "The Mysiery
Dance" (in Sleieo) X

ItswtX

Nighlline X

Daleline (In Steieo) I

Third Watch This Band «
Oiotheis' (In Slereo) X

«swsX

Tonight Show
(In Stereo) X

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Antiques Roadshow Tampa.
Florida' (In Slereo) (Pan 1 ol 2\

American Experience "Hoovei
Dam' (Ruin Sleieo) X

Duke Ellington's Wsshington
:t

Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X

Newshour With Jim Lehrer .it

m

Arthur D W
Tale Spin S

Kralts'
Creatures :t

Antiques Roadshow 'Tampa.
Florida'(In Slereo)(Pan l ol2)

American Experience "Hoover
Dam" (R) (In Slereo) X

Duke Ellington's Washington
X

As Time Goes
By

Horn*
Improvement

Mad Aboui
You (In Slereo)

Seinfeld The
FusJn Jeiry" X

Friends i
Stereo) X

That 70s
ShowX

That 70s
Show;H It

Ally McBeaJ Over the Ravibow
(In Slereo)!

NewsX

Newsradio
"A.iport' I

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine
'Behwd the Lines (In Stereo)!

©

Simpsons (In
Slereo) X

Simpsons (In
Stereo) X

Frtendslln
Slew) I

Friands 'in
Slereo) X

Moashajn
Slereo) X

Parkers "Love Grown Ups
Is a Royal Pan' -Aclion-1

News

Spona-Oeuolt

Frisier Sectel Frasier \>,
Admear"!
Fa« Fiasier I

H'wood Fashn

Movie: ... "Funny Face"(1957. Musical) Fied Astaiie A
pi.otographei turns a saleswoman silo a glamorous model

[Malcolm 1
[Eddlel^

UiN
»«. -,
"\^"

READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!

Chanie Rose
:l

■

"

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

Movie:..'* ••7neS*y'sB)«l.«w"(1943.Musie»l|FiMAsn« A
* JJ hero woos a photographer while possvg as a cwean.
Daily Snow ,1'

COM

Saturday Night Uve Claire
Danes. Marian Carey
Your New House (R)

Wild Discovery II* We.id. ihe
Wet end the Slimy" (R)

DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST

SCIFI

Slrangeis With Upright Cltiien Daily Show
Candy 1

On the Inside ' i he Pentagon

Traaaures ol Ihe Earth (H)

Sponscenter X

College Basketball Geoigelown al Mian-i (Live) X
Worst Witch
(In Stereo! S

Blood and Iron (A) (Pan 1 ol 3)

20th Century A r.slary al
co-ioplion in pofcee word (Ft)

BhMt Plan* ol the Desert
Lady Be Good X

join Deep (Ft)
jutet Limits (in Steieo) X

0X Sports

JHtWord

Sliders (In Stereo) X
tome Again

Dear America:
Color

Movie ... "Frvtn Ihe rerrace"(1960) A mans
marnage con- D.es dorrg his guest lor suCCMt

Hosts: •• "Seller CWDeao" (1965. Comedy) John Cusack. Km
Oa'by The grrl of a younn man's dreams spurns n«n lor an athlete

(5 15; Movie: «.'i "Kioto"
(1984) Scolt Schwartz PC

:

FS0

Win Ben
Slem s Money

Groat Siberian Explosion (R)

College Basketball Kansas at C lahoma State (Live) X

Sponscenter r:

Movie:.... T'anic (1997, Diamal Leonardo DiCapno. Kale Wmslel Oscai-wmneig account ol the Beach: First
Look|R) I
doomed 1912 ocean Imc (in Stereo) PG-13 (Adult language, adult situations, violence)!
Arms In Action

Sen Delense'

Win Ben
jSlein's Money

On the Inside "The Pentagon"

Strippers: The
Naked Stages

Sportscasters: Behind Ihe
Mike I

History s Lost t Found |R) X

Cotktga Basketball Bowling Green Slate at Toledo (Live)

=0X Sports News

Toughman
World Champ

5uter Limits (In Stereo) X

Duttr Limits (In Slereo) X

Outer Limits (In Slereo) X

•oltergeisl: The Legacy (In
Slereo) I

Vietnam: The Soldiers' Story
•Womt.ialWar"

Vietnam: The Sold'ers Story
"The Inwsajie Enemy"

Paramedics Oklahoma City
tanniMttctitiswtoi ilu

.ast Word (R)

TLC

Home Again
H) (Pail 3 ol 9)

Trauma Center Reattaching a
severed leg (R)

Paramedics Oklahoma City
paramedics conhnue lo a«j the ill

ER "Obstructem ol Justice' (In
Slfirc;X

new Monday Nitro (in Stereo Lam) X

TNT

n the Hest ot the Night Fool
or Love" (In Slereo) X
Baywetch ' HuOoei Ducky" (In
Sleieo) X

JA0 "Agamit All Enemies' (In
Mno] X

»a»er. Texas Ranger Poml
Alter" (In Stereo)!

«WF Raw I

«rWF War Zone X

USA

-arm Club com New musical
acts

Divas Live 19M - PoppedUp
R) (In Slereo)

Behind the Music (R) (In
Sleieo)

Divas Uve '*9 (R) (In Sleieo)

VH1

Jelore They
Where Are They Now? One-Mil .isl'BcslO •■
M Wonder" (R) Weie Stais
Wond*!" |R)
-'"'^

Jst Sexiest
Fn-a- A-,-'

R)(PadToH

Jovkt: snurerspeeo" (2000. Drama) Steve Borden A cop and Ins
BSlianged Diother must rescue his fiancee (In Stereo) X

Behind the
Musii ■■■

Look for entry forms inserted
randomly in campus editions of
the BG News all this week!
NEWS

J
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How to transcend social structure cell cages
I gel tired of hearing people bitch
about the injustices that plague the
world. What good do you think you
do?
So what if someone made a comment that offended you? Understand
this, the world is not perfect. In fact
most of the time it downright sucks.
People are mean, cruel, ruthless,
ignorant, offensive, uneducated,
pathetic and unjust. Most people
couldn't give two shakes about your
feelings, thoughts and beliefs.
So why do we expect such a perfect society, one where everyone is
happy, no one is suppressed, everything is equal — the perfect Utopia.
Wake up people!
Utopia is a fictional place. It does
not exist!
We see it everyday on TV — hate
crimes, terrorism, genocide, dictatorship, poverty and the endless barrage of negative events in our world.
Every year we get the statistics:
AIDS cases are on the rise in the
elderly population, divorce is gaining an all-time high, more college
kids die from alcohol related accidents than get degrees in higher education.
There is a lot of crap in this world
and it looks like it is not going to be
getting any better anytime soon.
Perhaps you think that this is a
little harsh, well. I have not even
started.
You know who kills me? The
people who complain about the
injustices in the world, whether it be
affirmative action, minority rights,
gender issues, extra treatment for
athletes or whatever else seems to be
on their mind.

"So why do we expect
such a perfect society,
one where everyone is
happy, no one is
suppressed,
everything is equal
— the perfect utopia.
Wake up people!"
Are there injustices?
Yes.
Will there always be injustices?
Yes.
Yet I doubt that many of these
people have trouble sleeping at night
in a warm house while there are millions of people who have no shelter.
I doubt that these people have a
hard time throwing away what they
could not eat while there are millions who have little or nothing to
eat. I doubt that some of these people would hesitate to spend an extra
50 percent to buy something from a
name brand product while some

mmmw

people are wearing the same clothes
for a week.
Look me in the eye and tell me
that these are not injustices. Explain
to me why it is more important to
make sure that no one uses derogatory terms or makes illicit comments
than it is to feed the hungry or shelter the poor.
Explain that to me.
I say these things not to enrage
others. I am not looking to boil anyone's blood.
I just have grown tired of the constant stream of excuses that people
use.
You are who you are. because of
what you want. It is as simple as
that.
Thomas Sikking said it best.
"You are not a product of a broken
home, a devastated economy, a
world in the upheaval of war. a
minority group, a family of drunkards, or a poverty-ridden neighborhood. You are the product of your
own thinking processes and whatever you are thinking about today is
the cornerstone of your tomorrow."
If someone messed you up in the
past, then give him or her credit for
screwing up your past, but don't
allow him or her to fowl up your
present or destroy your future.
Take control of your life and your
thinking, and stop spending time
wallowing in the injustices of society.
It's funny. I think about times in
my life when people have tried to
suppress me, put me into a category
and label me something that I am
not.
I love to work and play with chil-

In the coming two weeks, the
men and women of the Greek community will be recruiting the best
and brightest of this campus to join
their organizations.
You will have the choice whether
or not to read the advertisements,
visit the houses, and ultimately join.
I am not going to hide the intentions of my writing this column. I
wish every person on this campus
would go Greek.
Why should you go Greek?
Why when you read the same
headlines that I do about hazing and
alcohol related deaths?
Simple.
Change.

The Greek community here at
Bowling Green State University has
come to realize over the past decade
that we need to change what we are
doing. We have begun to slowly
implement that change through programs such as "The CHOICE." a
program designed to encourage
Greeks in the area of character, intellectual, career development. Chapters on this campus have learned that
we wither get back to what it is we
are founded on, or we will not survive.
In order to get back to what we
were founded on. we need your
help! We need the people of this
community who are committed to
excellence in every aspect of their
lives.
In the above quote. I interpret
"daily acts of trivia" to mean daily
routines or rituals that we perform.

TMf INVASroW OF

Rut-nTst^

Are you tired of the same old routine
everyday?
Do you ever get bored sitting
around your dorm or apartment? If
so. I challenge you to rethink why
you are a student at a higher educational institution! I think most would
say they came here for an education.
And part of that education is discovering who you are and who you
could be someday.
Being Greek, being part of a
Brotherhood or Sisterhood, will let
you to discover who you are, help
you figure out who you want to be.
and allow you to map out the goals it
will take in order to get you there!
Come out to recruitment and see
what being Greek REALLY is!
Steve Swaggerty
pesh_247@yahoo. com
Interfraternity Council President

My roboT rnittiaftS
will conquer- your+ /nv milii^ry!

—2s

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of (his? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than rwo typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave It In the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
trantSPbgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

Judson Laipply is a BG News
columnist. Contact him at judson @bgnel. bgsu. edu

PEOPLE
street
on the stre
Question: Docs a swearing professor offend you? Why or
why not?

S.
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Derrek Wagner
Junior
Secondary
Education
"No, I enjoy dealing with 'real'
people."

Erika
Hopsecker
Sophomore
Early Childhood
"No, whatever the
flS'fk they want to
say is thenbusiness."

T~

L

_

Thomas Maxson
Sophomore
Aviation/ •
Finance |
"Only i f they are
swearing at we."

Sara
Prendeville
Senior
SMD
"No, adding their
personality makes
it interesting."

Choosing between life imprisonment or death

Wanting everyone to turn Greek
"In the absence of clearly defined
goals, we become strangely loyal to
performing daily acts of trivia."
-Unknown

dren. I make balloon animals, 1 write
poetry. 1 teach aerobics, and hell. 1
even know the difference between
fall, winter, spring and summer colors and which looks best on me.
Do you think that I have never
had to incur the idea that I was gay?
That there were not people snickering behind my back making comments?
Do I care?
No.
I am not gay. I know that I am not
gay and I could give a rat's ass what
someone else who does not even
know me thinks.
I choose to spend my time on
other things rather than get upset
over something that someone else is
talking about.
The world is full of people who
are ignorant, incompetent, idiotic
and just plain moronic. There will be
times when people will say things,
do things, try to irritate you or say
things that might infuriate you but
you cannot let these things affect
you.
You must live your life like you
want to. and stop letting what other
people do affect you.
If you let them get to you, you are
no better than they are.

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages Its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.

Last week. Illinois Governor
George H. Ryan decided to block
capital punishment in the state of
Illinois — a state that has had its fair
share of executions.
Since 1977. 12 people have been
executed. So why stop now ?
In that same time span. 13 death
row inmates have been cleared of
murder charges. The justice system
made 13 mistakes — potentially
fatal mistakes.
Don't think that Illinois is the
exception, or that this is the first
time mistakes have been made.
Those 13 people in Illinois are
lucky. Not all judicial errors have
been caught in such a timely lashion. Between 1900 and 1991. the
United States government has
admitted wrongly executing 23 people.
(I) That is 23 innocent people
who were put to death by the government, funded by the tax dollars of
average Americans like me and you.
For people who argue that 23
wrongful executions work out to be
a small percentage of the total number of executions, most people
would probably agree. But I think
that most people would agree that if
they were the innocent person who
just got sentenced to death, any percentage is going to seem way loo
big.
Please don't just write me off as
some bleeding-heart liberal who
whines about how we need to love
everyone. I'm not and I don't.
I wish I was a better person,
someone who could love unconditionally, but I'm not. I don't find
myself mourning for the fate of
poor, old serial killers who have
found God or had a change of heart
in jail.
I don't weep for the misunderstood terrorist who had a bad childhood.
Timothy McVeigh, the notorious
Oklahoma City bomber, may well
be heading for death row in my
home state of Indiana, and if I wanted to nominate anyone for the electric chair, it's a good guess that
McVeigh and his accomplices would
be at the top of my list.
But I won't nominate anyone for
capital punishment.
A couple of years ago, I would

paper also ran a short blurb on former California prisoner Dwayne
McKinney.
After being convicted of murder j
in 1980 and spending 19 years in j
jail. McKinney was released when
new evidence suggested that some-1
one else was the killer. I can't imagine how McKinney lives with hav- I
ing been wrongfully imprisoned forj
nearly two decades — but at least he |
can live.
Had McKinney been given the I
death sentence, he might never have I
enjoyed the vindication of his name. I
I'll be the first to admit that no I
amount of statistics and stories
going to deter some people from |
clinging to capital punishment.
"You want a deterrent?" they ask I
me.
"Here's a deterrent: they're dead.
They can't do society any more
harm. Put 'em in jail, and they'll just
get paroled down the road and dt> it
all again."
So what's the solution? Life
imprisonment that means LIFE.
Make it slick. How many more
people would be willing to do away
with capital punishment if they
could rest assured that the criminal
who received a life sentence wouldn't be working at a convenience
store in their home town fifteen
years down the road?
We need to change the law books
and find a way to make the system
work.
Now is the time. Political candidates are courting the voters. We
need to send the message that maybe
they shouldn't be answering questions on whether they're for or \
against the death penalty, but what
they're doing to make effective leg- j
islaiion that will insure criminals
stay in jail. I want to get rid of the J
death penalty.
Only when "life" actually means I
"life" can we do away with the death
penalty.
(lK2)(3)-facts taken from the I
Amnesty International Web page.
Visit
hllp://www.amnestyusa.org/abolish/facls.html for more |
information.

have. I was extremely gung ho about
capital punishment After all. people
get the death penalty for a reason.
Let the do-gooders cry for the criminals.
That was before 1 started doing a
little research — and all my strong
arguments for capital punishment
just didn't make sense.
You want a practical reason?
By the time lawyers are hired,
appeals filed, and doctors and executioners billed for their services, it
costs several million dollars more to
execute one man than to imprison
him for life
That's anywhere from three to six
times as much to kill someone than
to keep them in jail.
(2) Capital punishment isn't arbitrary. There are no rich men on death
row. They all hired competent, experienced lawyers. There are a disproportionate number of black men on
death row to white men. Men are far
more likely to receive the death sentence than women of any race who
commit comparable crimes. Certain
capital crimes are more likely to
receive the death penalty than others; black men killing whites are
more likely to fry than white men
killing blacks.
(3) Is that arbitrary? There are so
many arguments against capital punishment, so many numbers and statistics that they can't even begin to
fit in a single column.
But perhaps the most powerful
number, the most important number
of all bears repeating: 23. 23 mistakes. While all those statistics can
be examined and argued, that 23 is
pretty hard to dispute.
Angela Fox is a BG News columOn the same dayihe article on the nist. She can be contacted at |
Illinois moratorium appeared, the afoxGPbgnel. bgsu. edu
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Fiber optic lines deal creates agitation

A letter, unedited, from Howling Green resident Tom Scott, disputing
the city's lease of 20 fiber optic lines to Wood County Internet Council.
Inc.
Dear Editor.

BOB RF.CKKR
CITY KDITOR
In ihe near future, Ihc City of
Bowling Green will begin leasing
. excess fiber optic lines to a local
company, a deal that will improve
the speed of telecommunications
for the city and its residents. However, some residents arc upset
with the transaction.
The contract with Wood County Internet Council, Inc.. also
known as WCNet, was to be finalized last Friday, pending approval
by City Attorney Mike Marsh
When it is signed. WCNet will
begin a seven-year lease of 20
high-speed fiber optic cables,
which can be used for Internet
connection, telephone lines, cable
television and other telecommunication uses. The contract states
that WCNet will use the new lines
to provide "among other things,
high-speed Internet access for
local commercial, government and
educational subscribers."
The deal was first proposed to
city council about two months
ago. and passed through three regular monthly meetings, as mandatory. But Tom Scott, a telecommunications consultant and owner of
private in-home business Veda
Home Co., is upset that the city
did not offer the lease toi ihc fiber
optic lines to any companies
besides WCNet. (See separate letter.)
"The
telecommunications
future of Bowling Green is
embodied in this lease." he said
"Essentially, the city, without asking lor bids or requiring proposals, adopted this contract with
WCNet."
City Utilities Director Darryl

Stockburget does not deny this
ulc.i. hut said price played a key
role in the city's decision
'Wc had some spare libers that
were nol currently needed. One
option was l>> put them out to bid."
he s.nd "The city could have maximized its revenue, but that cost
would have been passed down lo

MODEL —The modal of the different networkTthat can be formed from the fiber optic lines like
those leased from the city to WCNet.
the customers."
The lease price is $1,500 per
month, for a total of $126,000
over seven years. Stockburger
said the lines, installed by municipal utilities, originally cost
$92,777. so the lease should net
the city about $33,000. If WCNet
chooses lo sub-lease the lines to
any other company, the city will
receive 50 percent of the revenue
from [hose deals as. well. Additionally, the city will receive further compensation should WCNet
create special networks off these
fibers, such as a Tl Internet connection.
But Scott argues that the city
failed to properly research the
economic aspects of the deal The
contracl states that WCNet will be
able to offer services "at a cost
significantly below typical fair
market costs in other communities
Scott disputes this, saying.
"Citj Hall can't know what the
pricing would be. because they
did no economic study of the costs
oi this network."

George Slosscl. president of

local Internet service provider
DACOR Computer Systems, has
mixed feelings about the deal.
"We had discussions with the
city last year about getting access
to that resource." he said. "We
wanted to lease one or more bundles on that fiber which were
installed near our location.
"We were just as surprised as
everyone else when the city turned
around and leased to WCNet without telling us."
However, Stossel added that his
company has continued negotiating with the city. Even after the
WCNet deal is signed, the city
will still have several unused fiber
optic lines, and DACOR is seeking to lease a few of these.
"At the moment I'm happy, but
that still doesn't make it |(he
WCNet deal) right." he said.
Although no formal agreements
have been reached. Stossel speculated about the improvements that
the new lines could bring. He said
that Internet speed could be
improved drastically, at a rate 24
times faster than a 5GK modem.

currently the fastest modem available for personal home use. This
means a file, picture or program
that takes five minutes to download from the Internet via a 56K
modem would take approximately
20 seconds over a fiber optic line.
However, the speed increasewould lead to higher prices. A
home user would expect to pay
between $50 and $150 per month
for the new service. Stossel said.
This is in addition to installation
costs
Theoretically, because the University is located adjacent to the
fiber optic ring that circles the
city. WCNet's new fiber opticlines could be connected to the
campus computer network, said
Stockburger. This could mean
faster Internet and e-mail service
for students and faculty.
This spring's Heritage 20011
downtown revilalizalion project,
which will relocate overhead
power lines underground, will nol
alfect the fiber optic lines because
they ate not located in the planned
construction area

See what's new
in the news!!
\«2 \<2 \ii \i> \<2

Congratulations to our New
Initiates of Fall 1999
Kelly Barr
Jen Bitcko
Lesley Brushes
Becka Chahulski
Christy Clark
Sara Dodeci
Lindsay Fischer
Tamnii Frank
Sarah Lohman
Kelly McCarthy

Marcy Plesha
Nikki Rutter
Vicki Schuler
Tracy Sheaks
Sara Strittmatter
Dora Trikoupis
Carrie Weber
Roxannc Werkowitz
Jenny Wuerth

\<> \£> M> \<2 M2 X£2 \£2 XL1 M2 \<2 \i2 \<2 \<2
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224 E. Wooster
352-0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.
• E. Merry Avenue (516)
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
All Units Include:
• 2 bedrooms

•2 baths
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposals
• 3 & 4 person rates
$675 /mo. + electric (4 person rate)
$625 /mo. + electric {3 person rate)

531 Ridge St. Bowling Green 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8; Fri. 10-6; Sat 10-5:30; Sun 12-5

low L^arrijing
Wood Products

Collegiate
Connection
offers Sorority &
Fraternity paddles i

Some Restrictions may apply

Off
Paddle
l-^artij
V7Poups
of 4 OP

book LJOUP Paddle
FOR A LIMITED TIME $300 Deposit

30%

Partij lodau,!

More.

I'd like to pose one question to your readers: Have you heard
about the Telecommuni..aiions Network Lease Agreement between the
City and Wood County Internet Council, Inc.?
For the overwhelming majority the answer will be No. And
that's the problem. No one except City Hall and their associates knows
that the control over the future of telecommunications in Bowling Green
has just been turned over to a private organization that is not accountable
to the taxpayers who funded the network.
The City installed a liber access network around town. That's
good. But they decided to lease it without doing even a minimal study of
the three essential areas of telecommunications: economics, technologies and services and applications. That's bad. Egregious even.
No bids were sought from competitors. No requests for proposals (RFPs) were published.
To top it off. the community was not invited to participate in the
visioning and decision-making process. The only public notice consisted of three readings of the contract before City Council. Did you know
about those readings'.' Of course not. For an event of this magnitude, the
awarding of a contract that determines Bowling Green's connectivity to
globally he worked services and applications, front-page articles should
have appeared daily. We all should have had the opportunity to engage
in public debate and a visioning process to determine our own future.
What can you do about it? Tell City Hall you don't want to kiss
your access goodbye. Insist on taking part in the visioning and decisionmaking process.
You can bring network-equipment vendors 10 town to advise on
the design, construction and maintenance of an Integrated Community
Network. You can invite network operators, service providers and teleCCTI system integrators to do their dog and pony shows You don't have
to lie down and play dead.
It's your future. Do what you want with it.

Tom Scott
Bowling Green OH

Today is last chance
to register to vote
Monday. Feb. 7 is the volet
istration deadline fot the March 7
primary. Registration forms sent to
a county board ol elections or the
secretar) "\ state's office must be
postmarked or received >n person by
this date.
U.S, citizens who are residents ol
Ohio are qualified lo register and
ma) do so in person by Feb. 7 at an)
of the following locations: count)
boaid ot elections, the secretar) of
state's office, public high schools or
vocational schools, the Bureau of
Motor Vehicles, public libraries,
count) treasurers' offices and desig
nated offices th.u provide public
assistance.
Ohioans who have registered or
casl a ballot in any Ohio election
(and not changed their name or

address) within the lasl lout yean
are still registered and are eligible to
vote rhose who have a question
regarding the status of their registration should contact their county
board of elections to make sure they
will be able t" cast a ballot on election da)

• •*

In Bowling Green those interested in registering can call the Wood
Count) Board of Elections at 3549120. or visit the license bureau.
1616 I Woostei Si . or the Wood
CouniN Public Library, 251 N Main
Sl

On campus, students can contact
College Democrats (Roger Anderson, 372-7268), or College Republicans (Melissa Fraterrigo, 3728227)
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Flashing
Our Briefs
BG News Briefs
Blood mobile rolls into BG
It's lime lo donate again. The
BGSU bloodmobile will be here
today, Tuesday. Feb. 8 and Wednesday, Feb. 9 at Olscamp Hall from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
The bloodmobile will also be taking donations Thursday. Feb. 10 and
Friday. Feb. II at the Student Services building from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

University

opens

WFAL
Continued from page 1.

"One of my goals is for the station to be broadcast 24-7." Ricci
said.
Many of the available time slots
are during the morning hours, she
said. The station is looking for any-

one who has an inlerest in communications or being on the air to fill
these slots, she said.
"You don't jusl have lo be a Icomm or journalism major." Ricci
said. "Anyone can be a DJ."
Ricci also said the experience of
working for WFAL has many poten-

FESTIVAL

Mr. Flapjack

Continued from page 1.
On New Year's Day, Yanxiao je
(round dumplings with sweet fillings) are made.
"The roundness of them symbolize the family togetherness," she
said.
Hua Gu, a graduate chemistry
student, said thai people in the north
and south make ihcir dumplings differently.
"I am from Soulhern China and
our dumplings are made with spices
and vegetables," she said.

heart,

spreads kindness
Smile and say 'hi,' Open Your
Heart Week begins Monday. Feb.
14. In the spirit of the week, administrators, classmates and faculty are
asked to "pass along a heart" to people they don't know. Hearts will be
available all over campus and in
Springboard Central (219 University
Hall).
SRC hiring fall positions
Recreational sports is offering a
class for women to learn the basics
of weight training. "Women on
Weights" will be held Feb. 9. 23 and
March 1 from 12 p.m. to I p.m. in
the Student Recreation Center
weight room.
The cost of the series is $20. To
register, call the recreation center at
2-2711 or sign up at the center's
main office.

Did you know?
ffhe U.S. has only 5% of the
world's people, but we use
25% of the world's resources. If
everyone on
earth lived

Library offers 60-minute
seminars
Sixty-minute seminars on library
research will be offered through
Feb. 18 in the Jerome Library Electronic Reading Room (Room 125).
Sessions will be offered on developing Wcb-searching skills, along
with an introduction to frequently
used electronic resources. The first
half of each seminar will focus on
demonstrations and hands-on exercises, after which students can practice searching for materials.
No reservations are needed.
A listing of the sessions by date
and
topic
is
available
at
http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/librar
y/infosrv/lue/scminars/oOmins.html.

tial benefils for Students.
"It's not only fun. but if you have
any inlerest in communications, it's
a really great experience." Ricci
said.
Interested students should contact Ricci al WFAL al 372-8657.

like we do,
we would
need three more Earths to
support today's population.
Sponsored hy Ihc Center for
Environmental Programs and your Campus
Recycling Program.
Reference: Popular Plancl Press Winlcr
1998

Professor swears case is
about academic freedom
THK ASSOCIATED PKI SS

CINCINNATI — A federal
appeals court may have lo consider
whether the language an English
professor uses in his Michigan
classrix>m is classic ribaldry or jusl
plain smut — or if thai is even germane to his suspension without pay.
Macomb Community College in
Mouni Clemens, Mich., wants to
discipline John Bonnell. 60, who
has taught there 33 years. The college is appealing a U.S. District
Court ruling blocking its attempt lo
suspend Bonnell.
"This is about academic freedom.
It's always been about that," Bonnell said after a one hour-long hearing before a panel of ihree appeals
court judges.

The college disagrees.
"This is really an employment
dispute," Hunter Wendt. the college's lawyer, told the court. "It had
nothing to do wilh ihe language in
the classroom."
The college contends that Bonnell was insubordinate and thai he
retaliated againsl a woman who
complained about him.
"If he had said the policy is
wrong ... then he can do that."
Wendl told the court. "When he
interjected a personal nature ... he
has defeated his own claim of prolection under ihe Constitution."
In November 1998. a female student complained to the college
about language used in Bonnell's
class. She said she felt degraded and
sexually harassed.
Bonnell. who acknowledges
usiiiy profanity in his classes, said
Friday he thought the complainl
stemmed from his discussion of ihe
characterization of a nun in a Joyce
Carol Oaies short story. "In the
Region of Ice."
"When the young lady heard thai,
she went bonkers," Bonnell said.

The woman who filed the complaint has not been identified, and
that. loo. is part of the dispute.
In February 1999. (he college
acted on the woman's complainl by
giving Bonnell a three-day suspension without pay. It cited his
raunchy language but rejected the
sexual harassment allegation.
After Bonnell released a written
apology, the woman said she could
be identified from references made
by Bonnell. And Ihe college objected to Bonnell's disclosure, saying he
had breached the confidentiality
provision in his contracl, which pays
him $63,000 a year.
As the rancor increased. Bonnell
was suspended indefinitely with
pay. then was suspended for the fall
semester without pay. A federal
judge in August ordered the college
lo reinstate Bonnell while his lawsuit against the college is pending,
and Friday's hearing was the college's appeal of that reinstatement
order.
"The college lakes its responsibility seriously ... to provide an
environment free from sexual
harassment and lo protect students
from retaliation." Wendt told the
court.
Bonnell's
lawyer.
James
Howarth, argued that none of Bonnell's profanity was directed al ihc
woman who complained, or at any
specific student, but merely reflected language used in literature.
"You cannol tell an English
teacher. 'Here arc certain words you
cannot use."' Howarth said.
"This is a Firsl Amendment mat
ler. The college refuses to acknowl
edge lhat. If we slarl by telling Eng
lish professors there are words he
cannot use. are we nol on a slippery
slope?"
The court did not say when it
would rule. It usually takes several
weeks to deliver an opinion.

i

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ BG News Photo
Joe Bublick, Airforce ROTC member, flips pancakes to raise
money for a World War II Memorial in Washington, DC.

4:

DHKTD vise*

ISC

-American Cancer Society

I

March 20

1 s*
LiA/vna- Caywcvy
445 E. Wooster St.
353-5992 OR 354-5203
Tobacco Pipes &
accessories & Gift items
Tattoos & Piercings
in the Bank Vault

Spring Break
Piercing Special
Navel & Eyebrow
only $30
• Tongue •
only $40

Hurry over now to be
ready lor
Spring Break 2000!

FALL 2000Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

y£>a.ztne?sl\i'p fat (Sommunity -/\ctlon
and the Ojjlce oj the ^j£>tovost

—MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS—
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

3nvite ifou to (Zelebiatc 7f>anneishiy<s
at a "Reception to honoi the 1<)<)<) ^Recipients of the
^t>C3?4 Suppoit C^nant and announcing the "Recipients joi
the ifeai 2000 ^>C^y4 Suppoit dyiant.

$100.00 OFF
with coupon
Apartments
Rented
2/1-2/18

*<T&~

GREENBRIAR, INC.

First Month's
Total Rent
•Limited Time
HURRY...
Expiers
2/18/00

Date: Monday, February 7th
Time: 3-5pm
Place: McFall Gallery
Refreshments will be served.

Hours:
224 E. WOOSTER
Mon.-Fri. 9am-"pm
Bowling Green,
Saturday 9am-1pm www.wcnet.org/~gbrental OH 43402

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

ZOOO CZ/tant Recipients
Reconnecting Seniors Through Technological Literacy
Project Director*:

Enhancing Equal Educational Opportunity
For Teenage Patenu
Project Partner*

Grace Nash / Wood County Senior Center

Kelly Partin/WBGU-TV

Km Blair / BGSU. English Department

Christine Wolf-Anderson / Vanguard • Sentinel GRADS

Family House Arts Project

Theatre For Community Action : Interactive Theater and
Augusto Boat:Community Voice Through Issues, Ideas and Dialogue
Project Parineri

Project Director*:
Gordon Ricketts/ BGSU. Chapman Learning Community

Vtdu Parraka / BGSU Institute for the Study of Culture and Society
Jo Beth Gon/alei / Bowling Green High School

Kristi Hannan / BGSU Family and Coniumei Sciences

HAPPY HOUR
JvRJT

J>

PUB
All This Month
48 oz. Pitchers
For $2.00
M-9 7:00 - 9:00

I aura Pries ' Family House
Summer Youth Aviation Academy

Career Exploration Days Project
Project Dtmitrrt:

/*rojeet Partner*
Royce Ann Martin / BGSU Aviation Studies

Corrcy Stephen / African American Christian Fellowship Association

Lessie Cuchran ' BGSU. Intervention Services & Project FEED

Anita Sena Pcrrysburg Heights Community AnobaiiOfl
Nick Herman / Aviation Center, Toledo Public School*
Larry Kisor / Toledo Experimental Aircraft Association Pilots
Cindy Smith / BGSU Continuing Education
Terry Teopas / Frank Elementary
Passport After-School Program
Projett Diretton;
Johnny Mickler / Greater Toledo Urban League
Michael French / BGSU, Director of the Reading Center
Agreta Hester / Pickrtt Elementary. Toledo
Odun Onio Eniyan Children's Festival
Project Partners:
Djiiovi Eason / BGSU, Assistant Director Springboard
Habib Iddiisu / BGSU Chapman [.earning Center
Susan Carlton / Community Partner

Bowling Green < v mm unity Butterfly Festival
Project Partnen.
Dr. Steven C. Steel / Environmental Programs. BGSU
Andrew Kalmar / Wood County Park District
Window* to the Past: Oral Histories of Ohio
Holocaust Survivors
Project Partner*:
Stewn I ulks / BGSU Gerontology Program
Sharon Fagin ' Congregation Shaarey Tikvah
Malting the Difference in the Lives of Children: Learning About
Childhood Illnesses and Trauma at Mercy Children's Hospital
Project Partiirn
Ailecn Clowatki / BGSU Dance Marathon - Director External Affairs
Mefty Lechman / Mercy Children's Hospital Director

South Bronx Urban learning Center
Project Panna
WUIiaai Thompson / BGSU Social Work
Ronnie L. Jones / Si. Peter's Lutheran Church

k

A
.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Newest 'Scream' still kills Beck: 'where it's at'
vmno.bgnews.com/now

PETE STELLA
ENTT.RTAINMF.NT WRITER

Rules of a trilogy: Anyone can
die, including the main character,
the bad guys always have superhuman strength and...
Living up to these rules makes
movies like "Return of the Jedi" and
"Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade" equal to or better than the
original or sequel. These principles
also hold true for "Scream 3."
With all the "hush hush" surrounding the movie and all the hype
for the third and final film in the
series. "Scream 3" does what the
first two did but adds the normal
horror film twist. The creepy soundtrack, intense camera angles and the
abuse of the senses' ability to be
scared in such a frightening environment leave the movie goer through
another guessing game of "who
done it?"
"Scream 3" was said to have had
several scripts, producing several
endings so the true fans couldn't
learn anything factual over the Internet. Director Wes Craven prevented
the critics from reviewing the
movie, keeping the ending a surprise.
The film stars "Scream" alums
Neve Campbell. David Arquette and
Courteney Cox- Arquette. plus a
slew of newcomers including Lance
Henriksen. Parker Posey and the
dramatic and sexy former Playmate
of the Year Jenny McCarthy.
The basic story is what everyone
expects; Sidney Prescott (Campbell)

Photo Provided
AHH— Courteney Cox-Arquette and David Arquette get scared
again in Wes Craven's 'Scream 3.'

is in the aftermath of another close
encounter with death. She has
secluded herself from the world and
lives in a farm-like atmosphere
where her only contacts are her dog.
the high tech alarm system surrounding her property and the people she talks to as part of her job as
a female crisis hotline operator.
The movie opens with an exciting
and shocking scene. This scene
introduces the killer and his/her
craving for the location of Sidney, so
he/she can finish the job his or her
predecessors began.
Along for the ride is less than
dopey Dewcy Riley (Arquette). who
is the technical advisor for "Stab 3,"
the third pan of the mpvie within the
movie. "Stab" tells the story of the
murders and the characters struggle

to outwit the killer and its sick
schemes. Gale Weathers (CoxArquetlc) picks up where she left off
as a stab-in-the-back television journalist. Dewey and Gale stumble onto
each other after a double murder
during the production of "Stab 3" in
Hollywood. "Scream" virgin Patrick
Dcmpsey steps in as detective Mark
Kincade. an investigating homicide
officer with a knowledge of the town
and the murders.
Sidney emerges from hiding to
help with the investigation of the
recent murders, which opens new
doors to her past. While this is going
on. the cast of "Stab 3" is informed
their movie will be shut down due to
the murders. But the killer intends to
add the last chapter of the saga Intro
ducing itself to the desperate cast

wiih a sharp knife.
Campbell gives another Screama-riffic performance and falls under
the category of bad ass leading
ladies Arquette'S character seems to
grow up on the screen and in "3."
Dewey is more mature than ever.
(i.ul shows more of a soft side by
not worrying about getting the
sleezy Story first. Posey. who earned
success from "Dazed and Contused." entertains the audience with
her annoying form of comedy.
Dempsey's role as a Holly wood
detective adds a nice, new and interesting character.
The ending, as always, jumps out
at you as you realize who has been
doing the killing. "Scream 3" leaves
iis mark as a great final chapter and
a fining conclusion to one woman's
chronic nightmares. Let's hope that
this is the last movie because it
would be hard lo top pan 3.

'Scream 3'
STARRING:
Courteney CoxArquette, David
. Arquette, Neve Campbell AFarker Posey.
NOW SAYS:
. As great us its prede-

B

■Cfiriii"1"
fl?l Star ■ More entertaining t
It paint dry.
r- - Butter ->fl watching'
wear* on Woodier
^3SUf»» Check it out
; 4 Slur* ■ Don't. miH it

KEVIN A EH
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

COLUMBUS—Beck has so
much more than two turn tables and
a microphone.
Even though he may not mention
it in the lyrics of "Where It's At." he
has a full band and a ereat live performance. The one name performer
put everything he has on display in a
sold-out Columbus concert earlier
this week.
The show consisted of just about
every song from his latest release.
Midnight Vultures. The only song
from the CD he did not perform was
the first single, "Sexx Laws'' A few
songs from Odelay and Mutations
were also featured.
Another highly anticipated song
missing from the concert was
"Loser," the song that put Beck on
the musical map.
The absence of the two songs was
hardly noticeable however, because
every other song was so good.
One of the highlights of the show
was "Debra." The song is a Beck
concert staple, and it's the last song
on his latest CD. Beck played an
extended version of the song to an
excited crowd. The crowd danced
for most of the show, but the minute
Beck started the soulful love song
about a girl who works at JC Penny
and her sister, everyone really got
their groove on.
A few years ago you'd have

Daffodil Df-v.s
.American Cancer Society
Mirvh 20

Photo Provided
ROCKING THE CATSKILLS—
Beck rocks out at recent show.
never guessed that this man. who
liMiks like a '70s folk singer, would
be singing a soul-influenced song
with a voice that sounds like Prince
The best part it that Beck pulls it off
really well
An.ithcr great moment on
and in the audience was when Beck
performed "Where It's At." one o)
his biggest hits The sold-out crowd
and the musicians on stage broke out
into a simultaneous routine of jump
ing up and down. What made it ever)
more exciting was that everyone
was bouncing on the same beat.
In his song. "Get Real Paid.''
Beck asks if he's worth your time.
After this week's high-energy concert, he's definitely worth more time
than a two-hour concert permits.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

IAMBMCAN

Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000

OMBDMWBn*

224 E.WOOSTER

LOCATION, PRICE and
SELECTION

352-0717

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
S21 E. MERRY -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $635.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00
80S THVRSTIN -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00

517 /•;. REED -VI Thursiln one Bedroom, i Bath, Pumished or
Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $475.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $405.00
i51 llll RSI IS Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rale- $350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $320.00
605 SECO.XD -One Bedroom. Unfurnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $330.00
720 SECQSD -One Bedroom. Furnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $405.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $350.00
707. 711. 71S. 719. 723. 727 THIRD One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year- Furnished- One Person- $370.00
One Year- Furnished- One Person- $335.00
707 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, I Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
818 SEVESril -Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00

GREENBRIAR, INC.

..Get Them While They Last
Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

UPTOWN

^oomf&w)
SPORT'S 3RR & D€U

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Serving BGSU Since 1979

Rental Office 354-2260

21 it A vwUsventiry Celebration/

For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. WoOSter Street, across from Taco Bell

Thursday, February 10th .

?

\|2 Spring Break
Trips for 2

6/5 SECOsn .Two Bedroom, Pumished, l Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $586.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom. Furnished, I Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
_ -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanily in BR.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rale- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00

«■

A

to Nassau Beach, Bahamas
(Round Trip Air Travel & Hotel Accomodations)
March 6th thru March 10th

Also...
Over 50 Special Edition 21st
Anniversary T-Shirts and Sweatshirts
and Many Other Prizes!

Call R.E. MANAGEMENT

TUESDAYS

Rental Office 352-9302

224 oiscamp

For Your Convenience We Are Located At
325 E. WoOSter Street, across from Taco Bell

g

We Are Giving Away

505 CLOVGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus Vanity. Schoo
Year- Two Person Rale- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rale- $540.00

»;

92.5 Kiss FM
Live Remote
with
Cindy Ryan

7:30 ■ 9pm
Office of student Activities
J

unit of tn« OHic* of Student it*». Otvtiion o* Student AHjlrt
For queitton*. pleaie call 371-1S4S. or vitlt loa South Hall

Everyone in Attendance Will be Entered
(No Purchase Necessary)
You Must Be Present to Win.So Don't Miss Out'
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Men's Basketball

-BOWLING GREEN 73, OHIO 69
Men's hoops make key plays down stretch to hold off Bobcats
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

"Good leams come back strong."
Falcon forward Anthony Slacey said
Saturday after the Ohio game
After a crushing 71-61 loss to
Ball State last Wednesday, which
dropped the Falcons out of first
place in the Mid-American Conference, the Brown and Orange
returned home lo Anderson Arena,
their safe haven, to face a conference foe. The Brown and Orange
have won 27 of their last 32 al home
against Mid-American Conference
foes over the lasl six seasons. Tack
on one more.
Behind a strong 17 point, nine
rebound and Iwo steals game from
center Len Matela. the Falcons
escaped the Ohio University Huh
cats 73-69 Saturday afternoon. The
win pushes BG's record to 16-5
overall and 8-3 in the conference.
The loss drops the underrated BobCatS, who defealed BG twice lasl
season, to 14-10 overall and 7-5 in
the MAC.
"Bowling Green does really play
hard." Ohio coach Larry Hunter
said. "Il was really a hard fought ball
game."
Falcon coach Dan Dakich agreed.
"It was a jusl a tough, competitive basketball game between two
teams playing for position in Ihe
conference race is kinda what you
would expect as you go through a
conference." Dakich said. "We were
just fortunate to come out with the
win."
The game proved to be a physical
one. with the Bobcats committing 25
fouls and the Falcons committing 10
in -40 minutes of action. Al half
time. Ihe Bobcals had 13 fouls with
the Falcons only committing four.
"TwcnIy-five personal fouls lo
ten?," Hunter said. "We've got kids
thai work and play hard but that is
jusl hard to take."
Sanjay Adell ended the night by
fouling out with 2:37 remaining.
Shaun Slonerook totaled four fouls
and lour olher Bobcals finished with
three a piece.
BEN FRENCH / BG News Photo
"Il (Adell and Slonerook picking
up their fourth fouls) forced us (o
FAMILY REUNION — Bowling Green's Dave Esterkamp (21) guards younger brother Steve (25) play a 2-3 zone a loi in ihe second
during Saturday's game at Anderson Arena. Steve scored eight points but Dave connected on a half because we had guys in foul
clutch three-point shot toward the end of the game to lift the Falcons to a crucial 73-69 victory trouble which comes from the firsl
over the Bobcats. Dave ended up with 11 points after struggling for four points against Ball State half." Hunter said.
Slacey hit for 14 points while
Wednesday. The win kept the Falcons half a game behind Kent and a full game behind Akron in guard Keilh McLeod chipped in
MAC East. The Falcons have also won 13 straight at Anderson Arena. The Bobcats were the last wilh 12 and forward Dave
team to come to Anderson Arena and leave victorious last year.
F.slerkamp netted 11. The surprise
of Ihe game, freshman forward Seth

Doliboa. ended wilh 10. As a team,
the Falcons shot 41 percent from the
field and 33 percent from beyond
the arc.
With Matela, Slacey, Doliboa and
McLeod hitting all of the free
throws they attempted. BG concluded ihe game shooting 85 percent
from Ihe charity slripe. The Falcons
also oulrebounded one of the besl
rebounding teams around. 35-33.
The Bobcals also brought their
firepower in forward Shaun
Stonerook and guards Sanjay Adell
and Duslin Ford. Stonertx>k, who is
second in the nation in rebounds per
game average, hil 4-7 from threepoinl land lo lead ihe Bobcals wilh
16 poinls and II rebounds. Adell
chipped in wilh 15 and Ford, who
also lit it up from behind ihe arc (5
of 7 shots), led Ohio with 19 points.
The Bobcals shot 42 percent from
the field and 54 perceni from behind
the Ihree poinl line. From Ihe foul
line, OU hil 7 of 8 shots for 87 percent.
Sloncrook's performance
earned him his 16th double-double
of ihe year and his four ihrec-poinlers were a career high.
"If you look al Iheir size and
strength up from, ii's a loi more than
we have," Slacey said. "We knew
for us lo win ihis game we had to
lurn il inlo a dogfight and early on
we didn't come up with loose balls
and later on in ihe game, we came
up with loose balls and lhat is one of
the reasons why we won."
This game broughl together
Esterkamp wilh OU freshman and
younger brother Sieve, one of ihe
Bobcals' slarting guards (see related
story).
The Falcons started off ice cold
and didn'l conned on iheir firsl shol
uniil McLeod drained two free
throws wilh 16:57 remaining. The
Bobcats already had jumped ahead
7-2. behind two free throws from
Sieve Esterkamp. a lay-up by Adell
and a Ircy from Ford. A Ihree pointer and lay-up from Slacey and a
jumper from Doliboa cul the Bobcats' lead lo 12-9 wilh 14:16 left.
Malela's lay in off a pass from guard
Graham Bunn and a Slacey lip in cul
the game lo 19-16.
Thanks to lay-ups from Dave
Esterkamp, Doliboa and Iwo key
free throws from Bunn. ihe Falcons
took Iheir first lead of ihe game 2625 wilh 4:13 left. Doliboa broughl
the fans and the Falcon bench lo
Iheir feel quickly and loudly wilh a
thunderous dunk, which moved
BG's advantage lo 28-25 with 3:48
remaining. Two free ihrows by
Malela and Iwo more from McLeod,

who also added a jumper in the last
minulc and half, gave Ihe Brown and
Orange a 36-28 advantage going
inlo halflime.
Behind six points from center
Brandon Hunler in (he opening (wo
and a half minules of Ihe second
half, ihe Bobcats cut the Falcons'
lead to 38-34 wilh 17:40 to go.
"They dominaled ihe first five
minules of Ihe second half, which
now made il a game." Dakich said.
A tip in by Adell tied the game al
44 wilh 12:33 left and (wo (hree
pointers by Sieve Eslerkamp and a
lay-up by Adell gave ihe Bobcats the
52-48 advantage at the 9:31 mark.
Bui a huge three point play by
Matela and a free throw by guard
Trent Jackson retied the game at 52
wilh 8:19 left.
Slacey notched a three-point play
of his own to give BG a one point
lead at 55-54. The Falcons and Bobcals answered each olher's field
goals
and
the
lead
shifted between Ihe two leams frequently. Two Malela free ihrows
increased the Falcons' lead to 65-60
but back-lo-back three-pointers by
Ford gave Ohio a 66-65 lead at Ihe
2:54 mark.
Stacey moved BG back on lop
with two free ihrows to boosl Ihe
score to 67-66. Bui Dave Esterkamp
hil ihe shol of the day when he took
a feed from Stacey and drilled a
Ihree, which almos( brought ihe
house down from the amount of
noise.
"Anthony (Slacey) made a grea(
pass." Dave Es(erkamp said. "We set
up a play and Stacey didn't have
anything and I noticed the person
who helped down on him helped a
little loo far and he just kicked il oul
and I knocked it down."
On ihe Bobcats' last chance,
Slonerook fired a three in heavy
traffic but ihe shol sailed wide and
Jackson pulled down (he hard
rebound and was fouled righl away.
His one for two stint al the charity
stripe factored in BG's victory.
Next up. (he Falcons play (hree
games (his week and look (o bring
ihe power onto (he road. Monday,
BG heads lo Toledo for an 8 p.m.
showdown. Buffalo invades Anderson Arena Wednesday for a 7 p.m.
game and (he Brown and Orange
(ravel lo Oxford for a meeting wilh
ihe Miami RedHawks Saturday a(
noon.

•s

\ Big brother, Dave, earns last laugh in Esterkamp family reunion
NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITER

The Eslerkamp brotherhood
reunion made ils slop a( Anderson
Arena wilh much more on (he line
(nan a crucial Mid-American Conference victory for (he respective
leams.
It was about Dave vs. Steve.
Eslerkamp vs. Eslerkamp. Two
brothers, iwo teams, something had
to give. Would it be Dave, the senior
forward for Bowling Green playing
to proieci ihe honor of the eldcsl
with the message lhat older brolher
knows bcsi?
Or would il be Sieve, Ihe fresh
man guard from Ohio playing for all
•ihe younger brothers who seek
revenge againsl iheir older sibling
for all ihe limes the) were bullied on
(he court? The slakes were high.
"I told him before ihe game lhal
it's all fun and games until We gel on

"/ told him before the game that it's all fun
and games until we get on the court. I don't
know if he believed me until we stepped out
on the court and I didn't shake his hand. I'm
always going to be there for him, but once we
step out on the court, it's Bowling Green vs.
the world."
Dave Esterkamp
BG Men's Baskeltxill Senior on playing bis wunger bmllyer
the court." Dave Eslerkamp said. "I
don't know if he believed me uniil
we slepped oul on Ihe courl and I
didn'l shake his hand. I'm always
going lo be there for him, but once
we step oul on the court, it's Bowling Green vs. the world."
In the early going wilh the
F.slerkamp family in Ihe crowd hx>king on. il was a back-and-forth battle

between the two broihers. Sieve
scored Ihe firsl iwo points of the
game on foul shols. Dave answered
back with two of his own with 5:49
to go in the firsl half. Al the half's
end. the Iwo combined for six
points, four of (hem coming from
Ihe eldes(.
Dave and Tcrri Eslerkamp, Dave
and Sieve's parems. were split in ihe

amount of cheering they gave
(heir sons. The
couple wore hals
wilh both Ihe
Falcon and Bobcat logo. Appropriately on Mrs.
Esterkamp's shin
were ihe words.
"This mom can't
lose."
Steve
"My stomach Esterkamp
was
turning,'
Terri Esterkamp said. "I wanted bolh
of them to win. I jusl wanted bolh of
Ihcm lo be happy."
Bui Dave said his parents should
only be cheering for one team.
"What was my mom and dad
ihinking?" Dave sarcastically said.
"I told ihcm we arc al Bowling
Green and we're al home. It's my
senior year and he's only a freshman. They should be wearing Bowl-

ing
Green
stuff."
The second
half
would sec ihe
Eslerkamp
dual play a
more commanding
role.
It
looked as if
the younger
Sieve
was Dave Esterkamp
going
lo
make a ease on his older brother.
With 11:59 lefl in the second half
and the score lied al 44. Steve hil a
ihree pointer to give Ohio ihe lead.
Two minules laier, the younger
Eslerkamp hil another three to put
his team up by four.
"He got one good shol in," Dave
said laughing. "We were just pushing lo come oul on lop."
From that poinl on. Sieve would

not score again. Dave though,
scored ihe majority of his points
with (he second half coming to a
close. Wilh 5:08 left in ihe second
half. Dave converted a lay-up to put
BG up by two. Then, after a Bobcat
basket. Dave once again broke the
lie. making one of two from the freeIhrow line after a hard foul by his
brolher. But the biggest basket from
either Eslerkamp came wilh just
over a minute left.
BG forward Anthony Slacey
passed the ball to a wide-open Dave
Eslerkamp al the top of (he threepoint line and the older brother
drilled the shol. getting the last
laugh and helping to secure a BG
victory.
"After ihe game I thought aboul it
(ihe shot)," Dave said. "Toward the
end of the game, I had lo do something. I wasn't doing too much during ihe game."

Women's swimmers, divers defeat Northern Illinois, Akron to win last home meet
could bring us down. This by far petition by 18 points.
was one of the best home meets thai
On Ihe three-meter, the BG senior
we've ever had. It was jusl amaz- divers finished firsl. second and
Il was a great way for 10 senior ing."
third. Segerlin edged oul Vreeland
From there it was go time.
for Ihe lop spot wilh Wilson a strong
women swimmers and divers lo end
The women swimmers gol off to ihird. The future of the program,
Iheir reign al Ccxipcr Pool.
For seniors Sarah Abell. Bethany a good slarl by winning the firsl freshman Ryan Donley. finished
Buddc. Melissa Fuller. Kane event, the 200 yard medley relay. fifth.
Men's team swims strong in
Heaton, Laura Segerlin, Kristen The learn of sophomore Amanda
Semple, Nancy Simpson, Ellyn Messmer. seniors Belhany Budde loss
Unlike the women, the men's
Vreeland, Laura Wallace and Palli and Nancy Simpson, and junior Jen
Wilson, iheir BG careers ended wilh Jarjosa cruised to an easy firsl place learn will gel to swim al Ccxipcr
victory by more than eight seconds. Pool one more lime Ihis year when
a win.
Messmer was impressive in the they hosl Ihe MAC Championship
The Falcon swimmers and divers
won convincing Mid-American meet by also winning the 100 yard mcel in March.
The men only have iwo seniors
Conference victories over Akron freeslyle and finishing a strong sec(180-61) and Northern Illinois (134- ond behind sophomore teammate ihey will lose to graduation. Seniors
Kim Modcn in Ihe 50 yard Free.
Mali Johnsen and Geoff Reeves
108)
The women divers also shared were honored before ihe meet.
Before ihe meet in from of a
"Il fell awesome," Reeves said.
small crowd of Falcon supporters, Ihe same success lhat their swimihe seniors were honored with a ming companions were having. "It's a greal completion of four years
Vreeland picked up a firsl place vic- coming together. The team really
short ceremony.
"We were so pumped for ihe tory on the one-meler board diving
meet." Vreeland said. "Nothing very consislenl beating oul her comi See SWIMMING, page 10.
NICK HURM
SPORTS

r

WRm-R

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
ANDERSON — BG's Kevin Anderson swims toward the finish in a recent meet. The men's swimmers and divers had their final home meet before the MAC Championship over the weekend.
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Cavs continue to struggle
Women's basketball welcomes Northern Illinois
Illin
ASSOT1ATKD HUM

DAVE TRUMAN
SPORTS WRITER

Despile helping Marshall to its
firsi Mid-American Conference victory in 10 tries this season, the
Bowling Green women's basketball
team refuses to look at the glass as
anything but half full.
The Falcons have stayed positive
after each of their 15 losses this season, according to coaches and players. Coach Dee Knoblauch said BG
is still aiming for a home first round
tournament game.
"It shows a lot of character," she
Said of the Falcons' refusal to point
fingers or hang heads after losses
"We are overmatched at times, but
they have hung in there and done the
best they can "
Freshman guard Kim Griech
mimicked her coach's plans for a
strong finish and playoff momentum. She said the young players on
the team stay positive in part to help
the seniors finish their careers
strong.
"All of us being young helps."
she added. "We come from winning
programs, so we want to win. You
have to stay positive to do that."
Knoblauch has been open about
the fact that this is a rebuilding situation. At 5-15, y-1 in the MAC. she
hasn't given up on this season, but
she knows better times are on the
horizon.
"Jaymee (Wappes) and Sherry
(Kahle) have kept everyone togeth
er," Knoblauch said of her senior COcaptains. "The kids know it's nol
where you are. it's where you are
going."
BG isn't going anywhere for the
next two weeks. The Falcons begin a
four-game homestand tonight at 7
p.m. against Northern Illinois at
Anderson Arena.
The Huskies arc 5-16. 4-6. They
have won just one road game in the
conference this year and are 2-14
when allowing an opponent to score
60 or more points.
One of those two victories came
Wednesday against Toledo (61-60)
NIU has split its last four games and

"All of us being
young helps. We come
from winning
programs, so we
want to win. You
have to stay positive
to do that."
Kim Griech
B(l Women's basketball guard
is coming off a Saturday loss to
Fastern Michigan.
The Huskies are led by 6-1 center
Michelle Johnson's 13.3 points and
8.6 rebounds per game. Guard Charbea Haller is the only other NIU
player averaging double figures
(12.5 points per game).
"They rely heavily on their
starters so we are going to press
them." Knoblauch said. "They
played Saturday and we had the day
off so we hope to run them quite a
bit."
That means action for players
like Griech. who come off the BG
bench.
< biech said she was recruited as a
shooting guard, but played the point
in high school.
"I am very comfortable at point
guard." she said. "If you ask me
which position I would rather play. I
would say point guard "
Still, with Wappes entrenched as
the starter and playing nearly 38
minutes per game. Griech is usually
inserted at off-guard. According to
Knoblauch. Wappes is so well conditioned that she doesn't need to rest
any more than a minute or two each
half
But if she happens to get into foul
trouble, adapting to new positions is
nothing new to the Falcons at this
point in the season
"A lot of times we play five
guards at a time." Knoblauch said.
"I knew Kim would be good at point
guard because she is good with the
ball in her hands and she does a
good job defensively."

exchange with referee Leroy
CLEVELAND — Isaiah Rider Richardson.
With the Cavs trailing 58-53,
SCOied 23 points as the Atlanta
Lamond Murray missed a driHawks held off Cleveland 102-94
ving dunk and Kemp grabbed
' on Saturday night in a game the
the loose ball underneath. He
Cavaliers started with nine play| ers and finished without Shawn appeared to be fouled by
Mutombo as he tried to go up,
Kemp or their head coach.
and in frustration, threw the
Dikembe Mutombo had 17 Hawks center to the floor.
rebounds, including a big one
Richardson called a foul on
with 41 seconds left, and Alan
1 lenderson and Bimbo Coles had Kemp, who charged toward the
16 points apiece for the Hawks. official and was immediately
Jim Jackson added 15 for Atlanta. tossed. Kemp didn't go quietly,
screaming in Richardson's ear
Rookie Andre Miller had 28 before being escorted to the
points, 12 assists and 10
Cavs' locker room.
rebounds in nearly 48 minutes
Wittman was gone just 21 secfor the Cavs, who were without
starting guards Bob Sura and onds later, leaving assistant Bill
Brevin Knight and reserve Blair to coach the team the rest of
Cedric Henderson. All three are the night.
injured.
Atlanta went on a 9-0 run folWhat figured to be a struggle lowing the two ejections and
for Cleveland got tougher in the appeared to be in control up 65third quarter when both Kemp 53. However, the Cavs, who didand coach Randy Wittman were n't get their first official field goal
until there was 2:45 left in the
ejected.
Coles, who scored 14 points in quarter were able to close within
the second half after shooting six after three.
Wesley Person added 18
jusl l-for-6 from the floor in the
first half, hit a jumper with 7:12 points and Lamond Murray 15
remaining to put the Hawks up for the Cavs.
88-77.
Notes: Brad Daugherty, the
But Miller, who sal for just the leading scorer and rebounder in
last 12 seconds, and Danny Ferry Cavs history, was unable to
brought the Cavs within 94-90 attend "Brad Daugherty Night"
because of a prior TV broadcastwith 1:49 remaining.
Cleveland needed a defensive ing commitment. Daugherty,
slop, but Ferry was called for a selected one of the team's allflagrant foul with 1:27 left on time starting five, taped an audio
Mutombo, who made both free message that was played during
throws and Atlanta kept posses- Mutombo had four blocks and
has 21 in his last three games
sion of the ball.
Miller's two free throws against the Cavs. ... Rider, combrought the Cavs within four at ing off a 4-for-16 shooting night
BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH 96-92, and Cleveland could have
against Portland, added nine
GRIECH — Bowling Green guard Kim Griech looks to go up gotten closer if not for Mutombo, assists. ... The injuries to Sura
against Western Michigan's Kristen Koetsier in a recent game. who grabbed a long rebound off
(bruised right toe), Knight (tenGriech and the rest of the Falcon women's basketball team a miss by Coles.
dinitis right knee) and Henderbegin a important four-game home stretch which includes
Kemp, leading the league in. son (sprained left thumb) come
games against Northern Illinois. Eastern Michigan, Ohio and
personal fouls, was ejected for on the heels of Cleveland losing
Miami. BG is still hoping to host a first-round tournament game
the second time in a week in the I Trajan Langdon for the rest of the
despite the loss at Marshall.
third quarter following a healed season following knee surgery.
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Ohio State continues to roll with win over Wolverines
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NFC outguns AFC

State, never were in synch during the first 20 minutes. Just
bringing the ball up the court
became a chore for Michigan,
despite only a moderate press by
the Buckeyes.
The second half was more of
the same.
Ohio State opened with successive 3-pointers by Brian
Brown and Redd, triggering a 207 run. A soft hook shot by Ken
Johnson gave the Buckeyes a 6739 lead with 13:48 remaining.

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Ohio
Slate won ils eighth straight as
Michael Redd and George Reese
each scored 25 points in an 88-67
triumph over Michigan yesterday.
Redd had 20 points in the first
half when the No. 5 Buckeyes
(16-3, 7-1 Big Ten) raced to a 4732 lead, thanks in lan»,e part to 12
first-half Michigan turnovers
and six Ohio State steals.
The Wolverines (12-7, 3-5),
5 OHIO STATE 88, MICHIwho lost their fourth straight, No.
GAN 67
finished with 16 turnovers and OHIO STATE (16-3)
had the ball stolen nine times.
Redd 918 4-4 25, Ocokoljic 0-0 0-0
Freshman LaVell Blanchard 0. Johnson 4-7 1-2 9, Penn 5-10 2 2
scored 21 points and Josh Asselin 13. Brown 2-6 2-2 7. Darby 3-5 0-0
6. Robinson 0-1 1-21. Smith 0-0 0added 15 for Michigan.
0 0. Steele 0-0 0-0 0. Reese 9-13 7Scoonie Penn added 13 points 8 25. Dudley 1-2 0-2 2. Totals 33-62
for the Buckeyes.
17-22 88.
The Wolverines were playing MICHIGAN (12-7)
their second straight game with- Blanchard 8-16 3-4 21. Smith 2-7 06-13 3-4 15.Gaines2-7
out freshman guard Jamal Craw- 02-55. 6.Asselin
Groninger 2-7 0-0 5. Jones 2ford — their leading scorer — 4 2-3 7. Taylor 0-1 0-0 0. Hunter 0who was hit with a six-game sus- 2 0-0 0. Young 1-3 3-4 5. Anderson
pension by the NCAA for his liv- 0-1 12 I. Vignier 0-2 2-2 2. Totals
ing arrangements while in high 23-63 16-24 67.
Halftimc—Ohio Stale 47. Michigan
school.
32. 3-Point Goals—Ohio State 5-16
The game was tied at 14 when (Redd 3-8. Brown l-l. Penn 1-5.
a dunk by Reese triggered a 15-4 Darby 0-2). Michigan 5-15 (BlanOhio State burst. Reese, who had chard 2-5. Jones 1-2, Smith 1-3.
six points during the run, gave Groninger 1-4. Hunter 0-1). Fouled
Rebounds—Ohio State
the Buckeyes a 29-18 lead on a out—None.
32 (Johnson 6). Michigan 41 (Blanlayup with 7:06 left in the half.
chard 9). Assists—Ohio Slate 17
The predominately freshmen (Penn 5). Michigan 8 (Gaines 6).
Wolverines, coming off an 82-62 Total fouls— Ohio State 19. Michiloss Tuesday night to Michigan gan 16. A—13.562.

iHI ASSIK IMI n PRESS

Associated Press Photo
ASSELIN — Michigan's Josh Asselin (25) shoots past the outstretched arm of Ohio State's Ken Johnson (32) in second half
action at Crisler Arena in Ann Arbor, Mich., Sunday. OSU won,
88-67 for its eighth consecutive win.

SWIMMING
Johnsen was able to compete in
the 50 yard Freestyle where he finhas helped. I'm just enjoying Ihe ished fourth behind BG teammates.
sight, smells and sounds of the Jenkins, sophomore Aaron llempool."
minger and Early finished above the
The men came out and also got a captain. Il was an impressive accomboost winning the 200 yard medley plishment for the four swimmers
relay. Tim Early. Ray Banel. Kevin because they all finished under 22
Anderson and Andy Jenkins won the seconds unshaven. Jenkins and
event. Johnsen was scheduled to be llcmmingcr also finished first and
in Ihe event, but pulled his groin.
second in ihe 100 yard Free.

Continued from page 8.

assistant coach, participated in her
first home meet. Gross was active at
the meel, directing swimmers .mil
helping out. She will also be called
to help recruit tor Ihe Falcons.
"Right now I am getting to know
people and figure out how they
train." Gross said. "I am helping the
team do whal ihcy need lo do It's
especially important this close in
championships."

"We all had some great swims
this weekend." Johnsen said. "This
it it, now it's time lor MACs."
Sophomore diver Kris Wacchter
picked up a Ihird place finish on the
board. Waechter was less than a
point away from first place going
into the final two dives, but a miscue
on his final dive cost him.
i
Assistant coach hard at work
Paige Gross, the newly named

X

HONOLULU — Randy Moss
set records with nine catches for
212 yards, and Mike Alslott
scored three touchdowns in the
\K \ 51-31 victory over Ihe
AFC yesterday in the highestscoring Pro Bowl ever.
Arizona's Aeneas Williams
and Tampa Bay's Derrick Brooks
returned interceptions for touchdowns as Ihe NFC dominated
the game from the slart in snapping a three-game AFC win
streak.
The 82 points broke the record
of 64 set in 1980.
Moss, Ihe 6-fool-4 Minnesota
star selected the MVP, used his
height advantage to oulleap the
AFC defensive backs, particularly 5-11 Sam Madison of Miami
and 6-foot James Hasty of
Kansas City.

Ihe game.
Williams had an open field
afler Colts receiver Marvin Harrison fell down, and he raced
down Ihe left sideline for Ihe
score.
The nexl lime the NFC had the
ball, St. Louis quarterback Kurt
Warner connected with Moss for
48 yards lo put the ball on the
AFC 5. Warner, the Super Bowl
MVP, was 8-of-ll for 123 yards.
Detroit's Jason Hanson kicked
a 21-yard field goal to make it 10(I. I le had three field goals on Ihe
day, including a 51-yarder at the
end ol the first half that tied a Pro
Bowl record.
The AFC got on the board
when Brunell teamed with Smith
on a 5-yard touchdown pass
with 30 seconds left in the first
quarter, capping a 68-yard drive
in which Tennessee's Eddie
Ccorge gained half Ihe yards.

Moss' last catch was a 25-yard
TD reception from Carolina's
Steve Beuerlein with 1:05 to play
that closed the scoring.
Alstott, the Tampa Bay lullbai!., scored on runs of 1, 3 and 1
yards. He finished with 13 carries lor 67 yards.
Brooks picked ofl a pass from
Jacksonville quarterback Mark
Brunell and raced untouched 20
yards lor a touchdown to make it
44-24 with 11:12 left.
Jaguars receiver Jimmy Smith
caught three touchdown passes,
and finished with eight catches
for 119 yards. His last score, a 52yarder from Indianapolis' Peyton Manning, made il 44-31 with
6:30 lo play.
Manning had two touchdown
passes and two interceptions,
including the 62-yard return by
Williams that gave Ihe NFC a 7-0
lead less than three minutes into

The NFC pushed ils lead lo
17-7 three minutes into Ihe second quarter on a 1-yard run by
Allstott, following a 46-yard pass
from Warner to Moss.
After
an
exchange
of
turnovers, Oakland quarterback
Rich Gannon connected with
Kansas City tight end Tony Gonzalez on a 10-yard pass lo make
it 17-14.
Glyn Milburn of the Chicago
returned a punt lo Ihe AFC 43,
starting a five-play drive thai
saw Alslott score from the 3 after
running for 27 yards the previous play.
Manning then led the AFC on
an 87-yard drive that ended with
a 21-yard TD pass to Smith with
20 seconds left in the half.
A 66-yard return by Michael
Bates of the Carolina Panthers set
up Hanson's 51-yarder as lime
expired.
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Join the women of

ft If you would like to get involved with the largest programming board

Phi Mci

on campus ( and bring events like "The Real World") then come
check out our Information Night!!

for an evening of samrner camp fan/

WHERE: 219 Olscamp
WHEN: Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2000 at 7:30pm
Are you already a member of UAO? Then, join the directors and new members for a "UAO Get Together" where
we will have a chance to socialize and talk about UAO.
This will take place on Wednesday, Feb 16, 2000 at
7:30 PM in Olscamp 219. Plus, there will,
of course, be refreshments!!!

Open recruitment Monday, February 7th at 8:15pm
or 9:15pm at the Phi Mu house

Questions? Call 372-2486
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Wiff#air i
Wmi tickets!

^wuwfrwv/-frw^ W

FREE

GAS. HEAT. WATER, & SEWER!

fNEWIWE
Rentals

Drawing heJci^LEeWajy 9,2000
Happy Val^fciiras^from the

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMEHOTS
ft^r< ^^JZisjm^

920 L. Wooslcr SI rod *2 & 3
* Two Larqo Bedroom Apartments
* It rnishctl
* FREE GAS, HEAT. \\ATLR & SEWER!

Join us for Djnner aVio^a^naoce to win a
pair of ANjt Ctfteina N^ovie tickets!

* Lai miry Room
* Pmale Parking
* Across From kohl Mall

$71b.(M> per month for a
12 month lease plis electric
$815.00 for a 9 month lease pits electric

■■" Valentine's ;
, ^. a^|
Bring this coupon lo the i
L.«fc «J \SUvef$iverCafe\
ssg^-j
for a chartce to
|
UNIVERSITY i Win a pair of "Movie ticketsi
DINING I

Drawing held on February 9. 2000

SERVICES
I
SIUCXNI «i«m

onnaON Of

I Name

|Phonc_

,

* --,\

I

I

9{pzuLeasvng
lor 2 btdroom furnished and'unfurnished
May and August 2000
1 or 2 Bedroom summer only
limited available

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

\
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SPORTS
www. bgnews.com/sports
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Volleyball signs 4

I .1-1
Akron

769

It

Kent

750

17

Bcmlint Gn*n

.727

Ohio

583

Mmlall

513

727
.742

6

714

IS

500
::7

3

10

231

I-. Michigan

6

6

500

12

Ball Si

6

6

500

14

N Illinois

6

7

IU

5

7

462
417

12

Toledo

10

13

W Michigan

4

8

333

It

I)

(em Michigan

2

10

167

5

16

Miami. Ohio

500

Buffalo

SPKCIAI.TO THK BG Nhws
front-row positions, she is a primary
passer, and she can even set if we
Bowling Green Slale University
need her to do that. I am really excitvolleyball coach Denise Van De
ed to work with Nadia. as she will
Walle has announced the addition of
bring a great deal to our program."
four student-alhlctes to the program.
Sikorski, a 5-9 setter, is in her
Susie
Norris
(Bascom.
senior year al Henry Ford 11 High
Ohio/Hopcwcll-Loudon).
Nadia
School, the alma mater of current
Bedricky
(Rochester
Hills.
Falcon Caly Rommeck. Sikorski has
Mich/Rochester Adams). Sara Sikoearned All-Macomb County honors
rski (Sterling Hcighls. Mich/Henry
in each of her first three years, and
Ford II) and Bridget Protas (Holly.
was a first-team all-district selection
Mich/Holly) have signed letters of
la't winter after earning secondinlenl and will play for the Falcons
leam honors the season prior
this fall.
Last year, she captained the
Norris. a 5-10 left-side hitter, curHenry Ford squad, and was named
rently attends llopewcll-l.oudon
the team's MVP. Sikorski earned
High School She was the Ohio
lour basketball letters, and — like
Division 4 Player of the Year and a
Bedricky — is a member of the USA
first-team all-stale selection this past
Michigan
Volleyball
Club.
A
fall after helping the team to a third
National Honor Society member
state title in her tenure. Norris curwtih a 3.8 GPA. she plans to major
rently plays for ihe Toledo Volleyin social work at BG.
ball Club under BGSU volunteer
"Sara is the type of player you
assistant coach Wendy Teaman.
have to have in your program, espeNorris also plays on the defendcially as a setter," said Van De
ing state champion HopewcllWalle. "She is an extremely hard
Loudon basketball learn. Additionalworker, very dedicated and has
ly, she is a world record-holder in
shown very good leadership skills,
unicycling. having sci the mark in
which is critical for the setter. She
the slow boards forward event in
will come in to the program and
1995.
challenge Natalie (Becker) for her
Norris. who has a 3.6 grade point
spot as starting setter. Sara has
average, plans lo major in education
everything it takes to be great for us.
at BGSU.
She just needs more experience at a
"I warned Susie to become a Falhigh level. I believe the team will
con the first time I saw her in the
respond very well to her style."
summer of 1998," said Van De
Protas, a 6-1 middle hitter/blockWalle. "She is the ideal left-side
er. is in her senior season at Holly
player She is a great jumper, a great
High School. She was her team's
passer and has a last arm swing. 1
MVP last year, and also earned allthink Susie will challenge for a startleague and all-region honors. Like
ing spot right away, and she will add
the other two recruits from the slate
a great deal of competition to our
of Michigan, Protas plays club ball
left sides. BG is the perfect fit for
for the USA Michigan Volleyball
her. as both her parents are BG
Club. Protas, who has a 3.7 GPA.
grads."
plans to major in pre-medicinc.
Bedricky. a 5-10 outside hitter,
"Bridget may be the steal of the
currently attends Rochester Adams
year." said Van De Walle. "Not loo
High School. She was a Class A
many people knew about her, and I
Third-Team All-State selection last
am very glad about thai. She is a
winter (NOTE: Michigan's highcompetitive, 6-1, strong athlete that
school volleyball season takes place
can touch the rim. Bridget has not
in the winter). She is a two-time allbeen playing high-level volleyball
league, all-area and all-metro selecfor very long. Once she gains the
tion entering her senior season. A
experience she needs she will defimember of the USA Michigan Volnitely be turning some heads 1 feel
leyball Club. Bedricky plans to
very fortunate to have her in our promajor in legal studies or internationgram."
al business at BGSU.
The Falcons posted an overall
"Nadia is the complete package."
record of 21-11 in 1999. finishing
said Van De Walle. "She is an outwith a MAC record of 12-6. BGSUstanding athlete that can do everyloses four senior starters off thai
thing we need. She can play all Ihree
squad.

110

5
10

M
14
15
10
5

17

113

Wwt

571
667
545
435
381
23«

Thursday"* Result*
Marshall 93. Buffalo 61
Ohio 76. N niino»6l
Saturday's Gimn
Akron 89. Western Michigan 83
Ball Stale 78. BWH Michigan 58
Toledo 93. Buffalo 65
Kent 60. Central Michigan 54

Bowling Gram 73, Obto 69
Sunday's Game
Northern Illinois 69. Miami 59
Monday's Games
Bowling < .MTH al Toledo, 7 p.m
Marshall at Kent. 7pm
Wednesday's Gaaws
Akron at Miami. 7pm
Western Michigan at Ball Slate. 7 p.m.
Buffalo al Bowling Green. 7 p.m.
Central Michigan al Ohio. 7pm
■ astern Michigan at Kent. 7pm
Saturday. Feb. 12
Ohio al Akron. 4pm
Bowling Green at Miami. 3 p.m.
Kent al Buffalo. 7 30 pm
Central Michigan at Weslem Michigan. 2pm
Toledo al Eastern Michigan. 7 p.m
Northern llhncm .it M.rshall. 7pm
Monday, Feb. 14
Akron al Ball State. 7pm
luistern Michigan at Central Michigan. 7pm
Ohioal Marshall. 7 p.m
Wednesday, Feb. 16
Ball State at Toledo. 7pm
Krnl at Bowling Green. 7 p.m.
Norifwrt. RH«nh at Western Michigan. 7 p.m.
Saturday. Feb. 19
Akron at Keni. 7 pm
Miami at Ball Stale. I pm
Marshall al Bulfalo, 7 30 p.m
Kastern Michigan al Bowling Gmn. 3:30 p.m.
Western Michigan at Toledo. 7pm

Sunday. Feb. 20
( cntral Michigan at Northern Illinois. 3 05 p m
Monday, Feb 21
Western MfchigM al

IJstern

Michigan. 7pm

Mtanu al Ohio. TBA
WrdneWay, Feb. 23
Toledo at Northern Illinois. 7 05 p m
Ohioal Buffalo, 7 30 p m
Marshall at Miami. 7pm

Nebraska-Omaha 4, BG 3
Bowling Green 0-3-0-3
Nebraska Omaha 3-1-0--4
SCORING SUMMARY
Period Time
Team

1

2:52

1-UNO

1

14:24

2-UNO

1

19:49

3-UNO

2

3:20

4-UNO

2

6:27

1-BGSU

2
2

17:20
17:52

2-BGSU
3-BGSU

«<•
■

'"

Travel

THE

MYRTLE BEACH. SC
SPRING BREAK- $75 « UP
www relrealmyrtlebeach.com
1-800-645-3618

NEWS

SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT THE "FUN
PLACE"1 HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS.
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON COM

Classified Ads
372-6977
ii-- M N
- '..■!) *<cr(" jd.ftw
■MBifc*dlWW—ll mriicoui.fca Kl
■pNM -i | "-I, I «lu,l <- fioup on II* MM Ol IMC
11!,-

milMIH dtMt
hur ol *'> oiln k-f *ll. pnXKird VUta

II, H Wntf^ Hienflmod«lii*. diuitn
if .ii. MlillUMmiM \uili .1 Htpie
lutial lo ht HwM) latklflf Hi l"
MfejMI I.I olmnF Md .ppiin.l

Campus Events

Services Ottered

XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ

ATTENTION
Sludenl Teachers in Fall 2000 Semester
Required TB Skin Tesl (PPD)
Tuesday February 8th {Last names A-M)
Monday February 21st (Last names N-Z)
5:00-6:30pm
Sludenl Health Service
Fee: S8.00
Bring your student ID

Chi Omega Open Recruilment
Get ready lor spring
break A Valentine's Day!
Tuesday. February 8
Thursday. February 10
8-10 pm
Ka-aoke wilh ihe sisters
ot Chi Omega
XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ
DAFFODIL DAYS
DAFFODIL DAYS
Coming March 20th

Personals
Alpha Gamma Delta is looking for a dependable house ooy to work 4-6 Monday-Thursday lor spring 2000 Please call
Kathleen al 372-3006 il interested

Travel
«1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas. Florida Besl Prices
Guaranteed' Free Parlies & Cover charges' Spaces limited, book now! All maior
credit cards accepted! 1-800-234-7007.
www endlesssummenours.com

American Red Cross Blood Drlv«
Starts Today!
Feb 7-9 al Olscamp Hall. 11am-5pm
Feb. 10-11 at Sludenl Services Forum,
11 am-5pm

""Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise'
5 Nights S279! Includes Meals & Free
Parlies! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
—&CJ_MQW1 LAST CHANCE TO RE:
SERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK! DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MORE!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN. JAMAICA.
BAHAMAS. ACAPULCO, FLORIDA &
MARDI GRAS REPS NEEDED TRAV
EL FREE 800-838-8203
WWW.LEISURETOURS COM
■Spring Break Panama City $129' Boardwalk Room w/kilchen Next lo Clubs! 7
parties-Free Drinks! Daytona $149! Soulh
Beach S159! Cocoa Beach $179'
springbreaklravel com I -800-678-6386

GOALIE SAVES (Minules/GA)
BGSU - Tyler Masters (23:20/4) 8-4-X-12
BGSU - Shawn Timm
(36:13/0) X- 5-9-14
UNO - Kendall Sidoruk (60:00/3) 11-12-8-31
Game »26 - Saturday, February 5
Bowling Green 3, Nebraska-Omaha 2

Goal Scorer (Assists)
Dave Noel-Bernier-4 (David Brisson.
Jason Cupp) 5-5
Greg Zanon-3 (Jason Cupp. Derek
Reynolds) 5-4 PPG
David Brisson-7 (Dave Noel-Bernier.
Allan Carr) 5-5
Jason Cupp*-3 (Zach Scribner, Greg
Zanon) 5-3 PPG
Craig Desjarlais-3 (Grady Moore.
Adam Edinger) 5-4 PPG
Adam Edinger-9 (Grady Moore) 4-4
Adam Edinger-10 (Ryan Murphy) 5-5

1-9 Bee informed...
^ Read the BG NEWS

GO DIRECT1 »1 Internet-based company
ottenng WHOLESALE Spring Break packages! Guaranteed Lowesl Price! 1-800367-1252 www spnngbreakdirecl com

AOII " AON - AOII - AOII
Come meet the sisters ol AOII and
experience Ihe Power ot Fnendship'
Open Recruitment Feb. 8 & 10
8:00-8 45 & 9 00-9 45
Hope lo see you there!
Are you worried about your weight7
New. Confidential Group
Take a Bile
and on the move for health & joy
will encourage healthy eating & exercise
and positive body image
Meeting Wednesdays from 3:30-5
Room 170 Wellness Connection
372-9355
Check oul the new, sludenl designed.
Red Cross webpage'
www bgsu edu/organizations/red-cross
Check out Ihe Red Cross on the web!
www bgsu edu organizalions/red-cross

SCORE BY PERIOD
Bowling Green 3-0-0--3
Nebraska Omaha 1-1-0-2
SCORING SUMMARY
Period Time
Team
Goal Scorer (Assists)
l-BGSUGrady Moore-6 (Unassisted) 4-4
8:19
1
David Brisson-8 (Greg Zanon. John Rosso) 4-4
1
9:10 I-UNO
1
11:55 2-BGSU Grady Moore-7 (Unassisted) 5-4 PPG
13:17 3-BGSU Ryan Murphy-6 (Unassisted) 5-5
1
2-UNO
David Brisson-9 (Jason Cupp. Dave Noel2:02
2

®m$)u [TERNET ACCESS
NO TIME
RESTRICTIONS

Spring Break

24 Hour Towing

EXPRESS

« DACOR

AX PLACE

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
■ All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID •
(with qualified repair)

Cancun ^ Jamaica * Nassau

Save $50
on Second Semester
Blowout!!!

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

CALL NOW!'!

800-293-1443
w ww.StttdentCi ty.com

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Creen, OH • 353-2526

.

ATTENTION BGSB
STUDENTS!
Receive $5.00 off
electronic filing fees with
your B.G.S.U. student I.D. at

internet services

vV.wAv.dacor.net

5 1 >AW»ly bos t e r ;3S1. 3 5 68
l it <l a \

or siyn-i

m 11 i y

II f I ;

Fast Cash / Express tax place

Money Order 5C
1068 N. MAIN ST.
NEXT TO KROGER PLAZA

354-2300

Earn Extra MoneyWork for Census 2000
Census 2000 is recruiting individuals to help take the Census
in communities across the country. This job offers flexible hours,
competitive pay, and work close to home. If you want a second
job or are retired, it's perfect! Most Census field jobs last
approximately four to six weeks. We provide training and
mileage reimbursement, and we pay our Census takers and

Accidental Death
of an Anarchist
BY DARIO FO
ADAPTED BY RICHARD NELSON

Feb 9-12 @ 8:00 PM
Feb 13 @ 2:00 PM
Joe E. Brown Theatre,
1st Floor of University Hall

crew leaders weekly. We need you. so call the Local Census
Office at 419-353-2735 or our toll free number.

Do it now!

1-888-325-7733
www.census.gov/jobs2000
ir» * | iBulML

fur

in 11in- :i i.fc.lij'ti. :or.nc

ICC I 80O-341 1
il EQUJR Opportunity Emptoi

AN IMPORTANT JOBTHAT PAYS

Tickets: $4
To Reserve
Seats, Call
372-2719
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WIN A SPRING B&AK TRIP FOP 2 TO CANCUN!
NEWS
Check out the
\ BC News every day this week
for your chance to enter!
i 100 select papers on-campus
/
will contain entry forms
I
each day!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!

Personals

Personals
Confidential Eating Disorder Group
Women at all stages ol recovery
group support & encouragement
confidential interactive discussions
Every Tuesday 7-8:30pm
Women's Center, Hanna Hall 108
Student Health Service, Judy Millet
372-7425 for more into
DEADLINE FOR BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS is February 11.

r<t>B • r<i>B • r*B • r*B
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like
to invite you to attend our open
recruitment at the I"<I>B house on
Feb 7, 8 & 9 from 8 to 10pm
Hope to see you there!

r*B • r«j>B • r<i>B • r<4>B

Have a Heart to Help Fill a Heart.
Give blood today at Olscamp Hall.
Roses are red. violets are blue,
Valentine's Day sucks and couples do too
Come to the 2nd annual
Couples Suck Party on Thurs. from
8-10pm in the Harshman Activity Room.
Sponsored by Bacchus
Seeking 'Interested at Founders':
How could I miss those baby blues, or
that smile, the curve of your back that
makes me want to hold you. As I sit here
at Founders, waiting for you, I ask of the
stars, is there anyway this could be more
than a dream?
Didn't your mother ever tell you not to talk
to strangers?
-MAYBE, Stranger

Personals

Help Wanted

Alpha Gamma Delta
The ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta would
like to invite you to open recruitment
tonight for a Valentine's Day Party!
We hope to see you there!
9:00-10:30pm
Alpha Gamma Delta

Are you connected? Internet users warned. $500-$1500/week. 888-800-6339 ext
1149, leave email address.

""CHECK THIS
SS Delivery SS
WE NEED YOU!
TO DELIVER THE NEW
GTE

When our eyes met I knew you were special. I yearn (or your touch. I look tor you
everywhere. Desperately seeking you at
Founders breakfast, lunch & dinner.

Everything Pages

HI KTHKJ about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
Caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Wanted
1-2 suWsrs. needed. No sec. dep. Fum.
2 bdrm. apt. $275 mo. per person plus
gas & elec. 610 2nd St. *D. Avail, immed.
Lease Aug 2000. Kim at 353-8259.
CANCER HURTS.
Help others understand. If you have
personal experience dealing with cancer
(yours or a loved ones), please consider
speaking on a panel about your insights.
Contact Amy at 372-1469.
Female roommate for Perrysburg Titles!
Club. Dogs Ok. ASAP call 354-3229.
Subleaser for 1 bedroom apt., 1 block
from campus. Dogs. cats, etc OK ASAP
Call 354-3229.

Help Wanted
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN is currently
looking for serious minded candidates
who seek to make good money while
improving Iheir communication skills
• through telephone sates. Full and
part-time positions available'!
Call Jon at 874-5004 or fax resume to
874-7107 to see how
TRUGREEN-CHEML.AWN can help you
further your career!!

tlQANHQURUl
'N< selling eauJEtdl!
"Fun work environment
'Part-time Mon-Thurs: 5-9pm
Sat.: 9am-12pm
"Industry leader
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN
Call Jon at 874-3575 or 874-5004
100 plus year old financial services company with highest ratings seeks energetic
career-minded person. Will service estab
lished accounts in Wood County.
$24,000* to start. Full benefits. 800-5683345. ask for Greg Shepherd EOE.

Now on

Cable Channel 6

Y
1

530-Liue
Re-broadcast at
1030 a 730am
Wood County's only LIVE local,
Television news source

Camp Staff wanted, all-girl resident camp
near Akron, OH. assistant camp director,
counselors, cooks, lifeguards, and horse
staff. Must enjoy outdoor living & working
with children. Salary plus room 4. board.
Call 800-852-4474 or email
miriam @ wrgsc.org.

THE
TANNING
CENTER
»3 LOCATIONS

'Stock research
'Mutual Fund Research
'Client Mailings
'Computer operations
'Contacting clients and prospects
on investments
'Internships available
Wages: Flexible
Hours: Flexible
Contact Operations Manager Joe Pino
at 419-893-8314

for lead runners who will utilize their own
vehicles lor running estimates on
residential properties. Gas
reimbursements given. $8mour. Call Jon
al 874-5004.
Lifeguards and Beach Vendors
Needed in
North Myrtle Beach
For the Summer Season
Will train, no experience
necessary! Fill out an application at
www.nsbslifeguards.com
Or call (843)-272-3259

TAN 'TIL SPRING BREAK fa

$30 (beds) $35 (booth)
Expires 2-21-00

WIN $100 CASH FOR SPRING BREAK!
Register with package purchase ai an) ol oui 3 location! Onc-SlOO prize .11 each
location Drawings March 2nd 'Prior package purchase excluded *

No Union? ^

TIIK WASH HOI SI
248 N MAIN ST.

SOI TIISIDK LAUNMOMAI
903 S MAIN

TIIK HEAI
104 F. WOOSTER

354-1559
10 BEDS/2 BOOTHS

-538826
5 BEDS/I BOOTH
CELEBRATING

352-3581
5 Bins

"BO'S LARGEST"

Cosmos

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

Is The Answer!
Open
Till
...For Studylno
MMnJflht
...Being With Friends
...Healthy Food
...Hot Soup & Drinks'

i_£ CwnsMeiLSaleT^g

Management Inc.
E\ergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios I bdnn. laundry on site
Starts at $250
Call 353-5801

SOOfrk
$41
'More Parties
L More Ac'tiiori
1
Best Hotels
<&****

Help Wanted

Horse help needed m exchange (or
horseback riding lime. 5 hrs. per wk. Flexible hrs. 669-3170.

Telephone order clerks tull/part-lime.
S6 00/hr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705

Local Trucking Company
Looking for Drivers!
Are you 21 or over and want to make
big $? We are looking tor people who can
drive our dump trucks tor the summer!
We will train! Some heavy equipment
experience is preferred Please call
(419) 843-2613 or send resume to:
HR Dept., Driver. 3810 Herr Rd.,
Sylvama, OH 43560.

Village ol Put-m-Bay
Is seeking Dock and Park Maintenance
Workers tor the 2000 summer season.
Good starting salary plus bonus. Please
call 419-285-8545 (or an application.

NEED EXPERIENCE (and money?) Join
a fast, fun and growing company as your
campus representative Flexible hours,
responsibilities and competitive pay No
experience, just personality needed Visit
www.mybytes.com/StudentRep tor more
information and to till out an online application .
Now hiring lelephone interviewers tor
evenings & weekends. No selling involved. $6.00/i~ir. Flexible to class schedules, apply at 13330 Bishop Rd or call
352-8115.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine Counselors to coach all sports: tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, watertront, ropes. BMX, mountain bike, golf,
water-ski. 888-844-8080 or apply
www.cantpcedar.com
SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed
for top children's camp In Maine.
Top salary, room/board/laundry, clothing
& travel allowance provided. Must love
children and have skill in one or more of
the following activities: archery, arts &
crafts (ceramics, stained glass, jewelry),
basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance
(tap, pointe & |azz), field hockey, golf,
gymnastics (instructors & qualified spotters), horseback riding/English hunt seat,
lacrosse, digital photography, videographer, piano accompianist.
pioneering/camp craft, ropes (challenge
course. 25 stations), sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre, theatre technicians
(set design, enstumer), track & field, volleyball, waterskimg (slalom, trick, barefoot, jumping), W.S I/Swim instructors,
windsurfing. Also opportunities for nurses,
HTML/web design and secretaries
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS!
COME SEE USl
www.campvega.com
E-mail: Jobs@campvega.com
Call 1-800-838-VEGA
We will be on your campus Tuesday,
March 28, 2000-Olscamp Hall Rm 104
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM 10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

DAYTONA BEACH

Buy your sweety a

Management Inc.

carnation for

Fall Openings

Management Inc.
White Castle 610 N. Main St. 1
bdrm. Close to downtown
starting at $305
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

Proceeds go to

White Castle
610 N. Main St.
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN
1 bdrm.
Starts at $305- Call 353-5800

Daytona Beach Resort

M-W in math bldg.

Prices start.,., i»Sfl022

IID (SIIIIIIU Illlll

Th-F in education
if*

10:30-5
IU:JU-3

800-654-6216

V|»ll as it www diylombeiclirtiorl.com

/SfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Ilrin/ Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts at $400

Hrwr|lwln-i-<iKli*r-oniim_-sf i-ms i

Call 353-5800

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Honda $149
5 rlM ■ tom -Mk • fr_- >«!_, . *o-»« 1M

Willow House 830 Fourth St..
1 bdrm. Remodeled.

City • toa-Mnt. holt* m SIAWM * Mm

Starts at $400

Management Inc.
Stop bv our office MI 1049 N. Main Si
(or complete lining or Call 353-5804.
MMn.ttcnft.org/-iBfCC*

'M.M

Bahamas Party

/SJEfcCA
Management Inc.

' **+ • OffM. $-«• B*_* _co_ But*

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
www.supplemcntal.com

Want a high profile, dot-com company on
your resume9 Participate on campus in
the week-to-week campaigns ol a hip
marketing department. Earn tree textbooks, gear and cash. E-mail
bgsu9mail.com
WANTED: 50 people serious about losing
weigbt. 100% natural-Guaranteed
1 -888-603-7536-www vim-and-vigor com

For Sale
Apple Power Macintosh G3 system. Power Mac desktop-loaded. Apple 14" display. Ext. zip drive Laser writer LSW/extra toner cart. UMax color scanner. Extra
software. Total system 5-7 mo. old. For
more info call Bnan 372-3962.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.
LOOK GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK!
Natural weight loss and Health products!
Call 1-888-303-1535 or
www.theidealyou com
Macintosh Performa 6400 computer.
$450 obo. Includes monitor, keyboard,
printer available for extra. Call 372-2862
Snowboard. Vision board, Liquid Brand
binding w/hardware, Liquid brand boots,
step-in type. $100, neg. Call 868-3430

For Rent
"Houses, Apts., Rooms 00-01 S.Y."
Houses; 916 3rd St.. 6 bed new carpet
307 1/2 E. Reed-3BR. washer/dryer
211 E. Reed, Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
321 E. Merry HD-New Flooring
Apartments; 311-316 E. Merry. 2-Bed
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs 316 E Merry «3
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May of 2000
352-7454
1,2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-771S
2 bedroom unfurnished apt. $550/mo
incl util Deposit required. Available May
15-1 year lease 1/2 block from campus
Phone 686-6541.
2-4 subleasers needed May-August
$545/mth ♦ elec only. No sec deposit.
352-9568.

I for $ I or 6 for $5

/^EfcCA
1.800.426.7710
sunsplashtours.com

Help Wanted

•J , ____

Habitat fo- Humanity!

CA

Class Travel Intl.

READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!

Valentines Day!

AISO-. Solads. SwdwKIMl. and Desserts

354-JAVA
.126E.Woosten

CLOSEST TO CAMPI B

,____ — __ _ _ '_2_r_N_lVhKS \K_ ______

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts. 10X2 Fairview,
1-2 bedroom. 9 1/2 - 12 mo.
Leases. Start at S380.
Call 3S3-58IHI

Trips
Arranged
Through:

419-476-6640
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starling pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase lo $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 500 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.

LEAD RUNNER
Enjoy outdoor work?

400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan. 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.

Winner will be responsible for $70 taxes and $17 insurance.

Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club
Part-time and Full-time
No exp necessary, will train

Fifsl Union Securities
Now Hinng
Stockbroker Assistant
Applicant should be interested in
becoming a stockbroker.

We're looking for enthusiastic people who
enjoy talking on the phone!!

BG24News ^

IN BOWLING GREEN AND
SURROUNDING AREAS
Earn $8 per hour or more depending
upon your speed of delivery
Must have a valid driver's license, a
vehicle with a current license plate and
have 4-8 daylight hours available.
Go direct to Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
at 1740 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green,
OH starting February 4, 2000
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 419-352-2552 (2/4/00)
MON-SAT
8:30am-4:00pm

winners Will Receive:
• Airfare from Detroit to Cancun
• Lodging (quad occupancy)
in a beachfront hotel
• 5 hours of parties each day

Cancun
& Jamaica $439
r «#• • w . mm . tm faM t»tn of on*
ipringbrc_kmvel.coa - Our 1 jih Yc-ri

1-800-678-6386

/tf____CA
Management Inc.

Willow House
830 Fourth St.
REMODELED/Air Condition
dishwasher / garbage disposal
I bdrm.
Starts at S400-Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN /
CAMPUS
I bdrm. / Utilities included
Starts at $335-Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

1

449 S. Enterpnse-Unf. or Fum. One BR.
Avail until Aug. $330 plus gas and elec.
725 Ninth-Unf. One BR. Pet allowed
Avail, until Aug. $365 plus electric.
245 N Prospect-Unf. One BR. Avail until
Aug. $375 plus gas and elec.
204 1/2 W. Poe-Unf. One BR. Avail, until
Aug. $320 plus utilities.
610 Second-Furn. Two BR, Avail, until
Aug. $550 plus gas and elec.
Call JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
RENTAL OFFICE-354-2260.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green
Apis, for 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St gdhovOwcnet org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/free heat
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heat.
W/D facil., AC, parking/walk-in closet,
fum./unfurn. renovated, quiet. No pets.
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm -2 BR, $475/mo avail. May 1
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR, $600
avail May 23
217 S College-3 BR, $630 avail May 23.
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:O0pm.

I

